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Dear Friends, the ancient Indian spiritual texts say that
the spiritual knowledge must not be SHARED with the
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ABHAKTA [NON-DEVOTEE], SHATHA
MORON/STUPID] or PARASHESHYA [DISCIPLES
OF SOME OTHER MASTER], LAALACHEE
[GREEDY] and it MUST be imparted to ONLY the
TRULY SHRDHAALU [FULLY FAITHFUL],
VENEETA [RESPECTFUL], SHESHYA [ONE‟S OWN
DISCIPLE] or JYAESHTHA-PUTRA [ONE‟S OWN
ELDEST SON]…However, the present YUGA [TIMES]
is the KALEYUGA. Most of the modern day spiritual
masters know full well that it‟s nearly UNREALISTIC to
find a spiritual-seeker who possesses all the requisite
qualities as indicated in the preceding paragraph. So, the
Masters give out their knowledge freely to whosoever cares
to receive it…!Therefore, it has been decided to make
available freely to all, the E-book titled “APRTEMA
AANANDA UPANESHHADA PART-II” to help advance
the noble cause of the YOGA and the SECULAR
SPIRITUALITY. You may treat this book as a FREE
SPIRITUAL-GIFT to the world on BEHALF OF ALL
THE SELFLESS INDIAN TRUE SAGEs, RESHEs,
SAINTs!
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Dedicated
To
The Mother

Divine Light...!
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The First Preface
1. The great ancient Indian spiritual philosophers and scientists called the
REESHHEEs penned their spiritual thoughts, experiences and results in the
form of spiritual treatise which later came to be known as the
UPANESHHADAs.
2. In keeping with this ancient UPANESHHADA-tradition, I have penned
some of my own and my disciples‟ spiritual experiences, thoughts, ideas and
results of the spiritual research in the form of the present book titled aptly
the APRTEMA AANANDA UPANESHHADA – PART II. Most of the
articles included here have earlier been published on the web, covering a
period from 2006 to 2010, like www.trcb.com , www.current.com ,
http://groups.msn.com/geography , www.orkut.com
3. I have tried my level best to keep the vocabulary and language as simple as
possible so that anyone with only a workable knowledge of the English
language is able to read and understand it easily.
4. The writer, publisher or the printer of this treatise shall not be responsible
for any loss/injury if any of any type occurred due to practicing of the
contents given in this treatise or any action based on this treatise by the
reader.
5. It is hoped that the APRTEMA AANANDA UPANESHHADA – PART
II shall prove useful to the real spiritual seekers all over the world. The
readers are advised to read critically [examining both the positive and
negative points] any spiritual treatise including the instant one and believe
in the things-spiritual only in the light of their own individual experience.
Only one‟s own convincing-experience is the only effective spiritual
instrument that can really help the spiritual-seeker to make any progress
worthwhile on the path of the real spirituality.

Bowing humbly at the Divine lotus feet of the
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DIVINE MOTHER LIGHT,
Swaamee Aprtemaanandaa Jee,
Universal Energy Reservoir
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1. THE PEACE-FOR-ALL PRAYER - THE
YAJURVAEDA VERSE!
THE INTRODUCTION
Today, we get dismayed when we notice the mindless killing of the fellow human
by a fellow human. The mass media is busy screaming daily the stories of the
killings of scores of innocents in human and non-human disasters like bomb-blasts
and cross-firing in skirmishes, battles or wars, etc in different parts of the globe.
Then, we read and see reports about the thousands of innocent people, animals,
birds and other creatures being killed by the non-human disasters like the
earthquake in different parts of the Earth. Your heart gets disturbed on seeing the
visuals of the helpless people being drown in the flood-waters or the mangled bits
of a crashed-aeroplane with the body parts of the dead human-passengers strewn
all around and so on.
It seems the whole world has become restless and consequently peaceless. Then, we
quietly switch off our TV sets, Laptops, PCs, Transistors, FMs and put the
newspaper away so as not to get our blood pressure increased due to all these
tension-giving media reports about the seemingly a lack of the peace in our
otherwise beautiful serene world.
Being persons with a conscience, we start praying for the peace for our human race
on this planet Earth. But, should we stop at praying for the peace for the humans
only?

THE DISCUSSION
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Thousands of years back, the Indian spiritual-scientists called the Reshhes taught
the human race to pray for the peace not only for the human race but all other
entities in our world. This is shown amply by the following Verse Number 36/17 in
the Yajurvaeda, through which the Reshhes prayed for the peace for all the entities
in the cosmos:
"Dhouuha ShanteRaAntreksham Shanteha Prthevee Shanteraapha
Shanteroshhadhayha Shanteha I
Vanaspatayha ShanteRaVeshvae Daevaaha ShanteRaBrhma Shanteha Sarvm
Shanteha Shanteraeva Shanteha Saa Maa Shanteraedhe II"

The meaning of the above-stated Verse is as under
"The Peace for the Dhuloka [Heavens], the Peace for the Antreksha [Universe], the
Peace for the Prthevee [Earth], the Peace for the Jala [Water], the Peace for the
Auushhadhee [Herbal Medicines], the Peace for the Vanaspate [Plants], the Peace
for the Daevataa [Gods/Goddesses/Deities], the Peace for the Brhma [Absolute],
the Peace for the Sarva [Everything/Everyone], the Peace for the Shaante [Peace]
and my this Peace may exist forever."
This Vaedika Peace-Verse shows clearly that the ancient Indian Reshhes
considered everything like the Earth, Water, Plants, Universe, etc in this world as
possessing the consciousness and accordingly an identity of its own.

THE BRIEF EXPLANATION
•1. If the peace for the Heavens [the abode of the Divine Entities] exists, we
humans are benefitted, too because then these Divine Entities could help us much
better instead of rather being busy solving their own peaceless state of affairs.
•2. If the peace for the Universe exists, we humans stand to gain because then
it would mean no need to worry about things like the meteors or the asteroids
hitting our Earth and harming us or the Sun losing its heat, thereby causing loss of
the precious insolation on the Earth and so on.
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•3. If the peace for the Earth exists, we would be spared of the calamities like
the earthquake, etc.
•4. If the peace for the Water exists, we would without doubt remain peaceful
because this would mean surety of the drinking-water for everyone, the rainwater
for our crops and consequently no peaceless problems like the Famine caused by a
shortage of the food-grains, etc. and we would further be spared of the terrible
problems like the furious floods.
•5. If the peace for the Herbal Medicines exists, the herbal medicines would not
die out and always would remain effective in wiping out the diseases from our life.
•6. If the peace for the Plants exists, the plants always would live a normal life.
The Plants would give us plenty of useful products and the greenery to enrich our
life.
•7. If the peace for the Gods/Goddesses/Deities exists, the world shall be ridden
of the harmful bad astral entities and the negative energy around because then the
Gods/Goddesses/Deities would be able to focus their whole energy in fighting out
these aforesaid evil forces.
•8. If the peace for the Brhma [Absolute] exists, it would still be more beneficial
for the whole world.
•9. If the peace for Everyone in this world exists, there would be no humansinduced conflicts, skirmishes, battles, wars, killings, lootings or non-human
calamities like earthquake, etc.
•10. If the peace for the concept of „the Peace' exists, this concept of the Peace
always shall remain the prime in our life and the world. This would ensure that
each and every particle or bit of the energy emitted the peace only in the world.

THE CONCLUSION
Dear Readers, you are requested earnestly to display the above-mentioned PeaceVerse in your Drawing Room, Dining Hall, Kitchen, Study Room, Bed Room,
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Halls, Classrooms, Conference-rooms, Office and public places prominently. Yours
this big noble gesture may help usher in the positive vibrations for the Peace on this
beautiful planet earth and in rest of the world around...!
ARTICLE KEYWORDS: BRHMA, DEITY, EARTH, HEAVEN,
HERBALMEDICINES, PEACE, PLANTS, UNIVERSE, WATER,
YAJURVAEDA
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2. THE HUMAN-GURUU - BRHMAA,
VESHHNNU AND MAHAESHA?
THE INTRODUCTION
The human-teacher or the spiritual-Guruu in India is considered to be as possessing
the powers of the holy trinity of Brhmaa, Veshhnnu and Mahaesha and as such
accorded a very high respect. But, do the modern day spiritual-Guruus deserve
being accorded such high unqualified respect? Also, these spiritual-Guruus are
hailed as the one who lead the spiritual-followers to the Almighty.

THE DISCUSSION
(1). The Sanaatana spiritual way of life in India places considerable emphasis on
the worship of the holy trinity of Brhmaa, Veshhnnu and Mahaesha who
symbolize the extra-ordinary super-natural powers of the Creation, Sustenance and
Destruction respectively in the cycle of the Creation.
According to the Indian mythology, Brhmaa creates the universe, then Veshhnnu
sustains the balance to run the universe efficiently including reincarnating himself
in terms of Avataaras several times to free the humanity from the clutches of the
devils and finally, the Lord Mahaesha destroys the whole creation. Thereafter
starts a period of lull after which the cycle of the Creation starts again. This
process continues endlessly.
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The following verse is often quoted to accord the super-natural status to any
human-teacher in India.
The Verse

"GuruuRaBrahma GuruuRaVeshhnnu GuruuRaDaevo
Mahaeshwaraha I
Guruu Saakshaata Parama-Brhma Tasmaee ShreeGuruuwae
Namaha II"
The meaning of the above verse is as follows: "Salutations to that Guruu who is
the Creator, the Sustainer and the Destroyer and the one who is the Real Absolute
[limitless, Paramaa Tattva]"

The big questions that we must ask ourselves about the modern
day human-teacher or the spiritual-Guruu are:
•1.
Can this Guruu like Brhmaa create new things like new planets, stars and
galaxy, etcetra?
•2.
Can this Guruu like the Lord Veshhnnu help maintain and sustain this
creation or help the human population by producing millions of tonnes of foodgrains to feed the vast human population by using the super-natural powers?
•3.
Can this Guruu move continents, planets, asteroids and like Mahaesha
destroy the harmful meteors or asteroids coming near our planet Earth? Can this
Guruu destroy the ailments, diseases and sufferings of the followers following this
Guruu?
Well, you will find that none of our modern day spiritual-Guruus can give give
answers to the above-mentioned questions in affirmative. Thus, it is fully clear that
none of these spiritual-Guruus deserves to be called Brhmaa, Veshhnnu and
Mahaesha!
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(2).The Following verse composed by Kabeera often is quoted as a matter of routine
to eulogize the human-teacher or the spiritual-Guruu:

"Kabeera, Guruu Govenda Dono khadae, kesakae laagon paayain,
Balehaaree Guruu aapnae, Govenda deyaa bataaya"
Let me interpret this verse by Kabeera as per the view of the traditionalists as
follows:
1. Let us assume the Guruu to be the human-Guruu and Govenda to be the
Absolute/Almighty.
2. Notice the words "Govenda deyaa bataaya". „Deyaa' means „done',
Govenda means the „Almighty', „Bataaya' means „told/got/showed'.
3. The meaning now has to be like this: "I would bow before my humanguruu if I were to see the human-Guruu and Almighty standing before me
because the human-Guruu has showed [deyaa bataaya] me the Govenda."
Now, let you be honest to your own self and ask how many human-Guruus are
there around who have shown you the Almighty [in other words, have helped you
have the instant Brhma-darshana/Self-realisation or meet instantly the Almighty]?
At best, such human-Guruus tend to instruct their followers to follow certain
rituals or instructions only like doing the Naama- Japa, etc. leaving it to the
disciple whether the disciple is able to have self-realisation or not!
Everyone seems to be quoting this verse without really understanding its spirit and
the true interpretation as given here. The result is that millions of spiritual seekers
are blindly following the so-called human-Guruus without getting even a glimpse
of that Almighty[Govenda] despite long years of following their respective humanGuruus.

THE CONCLUSION
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NOW, THE BIG CONFUSING QUESTION ARISES:
Who is the „GURUU' that is being talked about in the above-mentioned two
verses if it were not the human-teacher or the spiritual-Guruu?

THE ANSWER:
It is the Almighty, the Absolute, the Paramaa Tattva or the SupremeConsciousness that has been indicated by the word „GURUU' in these two verses.
It has to be added here most humbly that the human-Guruu seems to be eulogized
so profusely by referring to the above-explained two verses simply out of a sense of
deep respect displayed by the disciple towards the human-Guruu in the sense that
any true human-Guruu can create ideal conditions for the disciple's spiritual
progress, sustain these ideal conditions through various means and destroy all the
impediments standing in the path of the disciple's spiritual progress.

THEN, SHOULD WE HAVE NO RESPECT FOR HUMANTEACHERS?
No, we should show no disrespect to the true, humble, noble and real humans who
act as our TRUE teachers to guide us on the path of the spirituality. We always
must remain humble and courteous before our true human teachers. We always
must show our sincere respect and gratitude to the true human-teachers because
they facilitate and guide our spiritual progress in numerous known and unknown
ways.

ARTICLE KEYWORDS: SPIRITUAL, GURUUS, BRHMAA, VESHHNNU,
MAHAESHA, SANAATANA, PARAMAA, KABEERA, ABSOLUTE,
GOVENDA
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3. THE „TAAMASEKA-TAANTREKA
SAADHANAA' - IS IT SAFE?
THE INTRODUCTION
Is it really safe to practice the art and science of the taamaseka-taantreka
saadhanaa?

THE DISCUSSION
1. Numerous taantrekas in India are known to have met a terrible end. The
taamaseka-taantrekas have to pass on their Sedhes [miraculous powers] to
someone who preferably is a disciple before their death or else their soul may
not able to leave their human bodies with ease at the time of their death. It
is sometimes a painful death.
2. Such a bad scenario doesn't normally take place with a normal devotee
who is on the divine path of the spiritual salvation. The Absolute, Almighty,
Lord or the Supreme Consciousness takes care of such a devotee. That is why
it is advised to the spiritual seekers to follow the path of the spiritual
salvation and not get distracted by the weird world of the taamaseka-tantra
and the taamaseka-taantreka saadhanaa. In fact, the genuine spiritual
seekers in all the major religions of the world have been advised to avoid the
path of the taamaseka-taantreka saadhana.
3. The taamaseka-taantreka saadhanaa does not necessarily mean the
spiritual salvation. There are so many taamaseka-taantrekas [practitioners of
the taamaseka-tantra] in India who are perfect in the art and science of the
taamaseka-tantra, but have not been able to achieve the spiritual salvation.
4. The spiritual salvation can indeed be achieved without the help of any
human-Sadguruu. However, it is hundred percent true that the taamasekatanatreka saadhanaa must not be attempted without the guidance and the
supervision of any really competent human-guide, since it involves activating
different centres/parts of the tantra [system of the physical human body].
5. Any wrong activation of any centres/parts of one's own physical human
body by the new practitioner and any wrong practice or chanting of the
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concerned hymns may result into irreparable damage to the tantrapractitioner in terms of the manifestation of the unwanted negative energy
in different scaring harmful forms and attributes. Such a negative
environment may even cause the death of the taamaseka-tantra practitioner!
ARTICLE KEYWORDS: TAAMASEKA, TANATREKA,
SAADHANAA, DEVOTEE, SEDHES, TANTRA, MIRACULOUS,
POWERS, DEATH, SALVATION
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4. IS THE 'GURUU TATTVA' AND THE
'GODDESS/GOD' THE SAME?
THE INTRODUCTION
Is the GURUU TATTVA [The ABSOLUTE] and the GODDESS/GOD one and
the same?
Should we humans accord the primacy to a fellow human being over the
Almighty/Lord/Super-Consciousness/Absolute?
Most of the spiritual-seekers, especially in India are wittingly or unwittingly
misled as shown in the following discussion, into the trap of worshipping a human
being only as the GOD or the Supreme-Consciousness by misinterpreting the word
„GURUU' to mean the human-teacher in the following famous verse in the Hindi
language by Kabeera:
"Guruu

Govenda Douu khadae kaakae laagae paaon,

Guruu balehaaree aapnae deyo Gobvenda bataaya"
THE DISCUSSION
1. The GURUU TATTVA [The ABSOLUTE] is the all pervading AATMA
in the entire creation. It is inside every being or the entity. It is FORMLESS
in its final-stage.
2. The GURUU TATTVA is the only element that manifests itself in the
form of Brhmaa, Veshnnu and Mahaesha. It can and does acquire different
forms including the human-form.
3. The formless GURUU TATTVA out of mercy and compassion for us
becomes/acquires the form of GOVENDA [guide] to help us humans reach
and merge into it [The GURUU TATTVA] to liberate ourselves from the
vicious cycle of birth and death. Thus, the GURUU TATTVA [The
ABSOLUTE/ PARAMA TATTVA/PARAMAA TATTVA] and
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GOVENDA [guide] are one and the same in broader spiritual energy terms
and perspective.
4. This GOVENDA [guide] can be in terms of some GODDESS, GOD, a
line from a book, some experience, some human-Sadguruu or some other thing
which helps the spiritual seeker reach and merge into the GURUU
TATTVA. Thus, it is not a necessary condition to have only some human as a
guide on the spiritual path.
5. Therefore, if I found the GURUU TATTVA [The ABSOLUTE] and
GOVENDA [guide] standing in front of me, I as a true spiritual seeker
would bow before the GURUU TATTVA [The ABSOLUTE] because if the
GURUU TATTVA [The ABSOLUTE] had not been kind to me in the first
place itself, I would not have been graced with GOVENDA [guide] to guide
me to reach and merge into the GURUU TATTVA [The ABSOLUTE]...! It
is the GURUU TATTVA [The ABSOLUTE] which told/guided-about/got
[deyaa bataaya] me the GOVENDA [guide]!
6. It is absolutely wrong to say that the one can achieve a Brhma-darshan
but cannot uphold it, so to sustain the same could be possible only after a
certain stage once she/he has sought a so-called real Sadguru who can guide
her/him to reach the further state and without the so-called humanSadguruu, she/he cannot reach the further state. The truth is that
continuous practice is a must to sustain this blissful state irrespective of
whether achieved through grace of the PARAMAA/PARAMA TATTVA,
self-efforts or a human-guruu. However, it is true for most of the spiritualseekers that while self-practising, he/she may face a lot of difficulties and
there are numerous chances to get diverted from the actual target where
she/he will find herself/himself nowhere!
7. If some spiritual-seeker has willingly fallen into the trap of blindfollowing and has decided to be not ready to see the light of the reason,
rationality and factual facts, well no one can help in this matter. So, let each
one be to oneself. All spiritual seekers are correct from their own
perspectives!
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The EXAMPLE
Ramakrishna Paramhansa was once asked by his human-Guruu Totaapuri to go in
for the NERAAKAARA SAADHANAA. Ramakrishna Paramhansa didn't
believe in him blindly. He went to the DIVINE MOTHER and told her about it.
Only after she gave her consent/go-ahead, did he go back to his human-Guruu
Totaapuri and did the NERAAKAARA SAADHANAA. He clearly had more
faith in the DIVINE MOTHER than any human-guruu like his human-Guruu
Totapuri. Why? Because, like any sensible human being/spiritual-seeker,
Ramakrishna Paramhansa probably understood well that the human-Guruu
always might not be correct, but the DIVINE MOTHER could never be wrong...!
This shows the primacy of the DIVINE MOTHER over human-Guruus!
ARTICLE KEYWORDS: RAMAKRISHNAPARAMHANSA,
DIVINEMOTHER, KABEERA, GODDESSSGODS, GURUU, TATTVA,
GOVENDA, TOTAAPURI, HUMANSADGURUU, ABSOLUTE
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5. THE „DIVINE MOTHER‟ - THE
SUPREME ENTITY?
The "Daevee Puraanna" the ancient Indian spiritual text, says that the DIVINE
MOTHER JAGADAMBAA is the source of the whole creation, including
Goddessess/Gods like Sheva-Shevaa/Gauree, Veshnnu-Lakshmee, BrhmaaSaavetree, Raadhaa-Krshnna.
After having written all the 18 Puraannas, Vaeda Vyaasa was still doubtful. He
thought that how could a mortal like him understand the DAEVEE TATTVA
when Mahaa Eeshawara [Mahaeshawara] Sheva himself could not understand it
properly?
So, Vaeda Vyaasa went to the Himalayas and meditated there for 1000 years upon
which a divine broadcast called the 'AAKAASHAWAANNEE' was heard by him
asking him to visit the Brhmaloka [the abode of the Lord Brhmaa].
He went to the Brhmaloka where the Indian spiritual texts called the 4 Vaedas
appeared in the form of four different human beings and told him that the
JYOTEESWARUUPAA [luminous] BHAGAWATEE JAGADAMBAA herself
only is the PARAMA/PARAMAA TATTVA [ PARABRHMA].
The 4 Vaedas propitiated [did STUTE] the DIVINE MOTHER
JAGADAMBAA, whereupon pleased, she appeared. Still, Vaeda Vyaasa seemed
to be confused. To remove his confusion, she showed him by transforming herself
into different Goddesses/Gods that it is only she [the DIVINE MOTHER
JAGADAMBAA herself] who is getting manifested in the form of the above
mentioned Goddesses/Gods.
The doubts of Vaeda Vyaasa were cleared.

Then, the DIVINE MOTHER JAGADAMBAA showed him the DAEVEE
PURAANNA which was inscribed in divine letters on the petals of the 1000-
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petals Lotus at her feet. He saw this and subsequently wrote this DAEVEE
PURAANNA.
The DAEVEE PURAANNA shows clearly that it was only KAALEE, a
manifestation of the DIVINE MOTHER herself who had been born as the Lord
Krshnna on this Earth.
This epic text describes also in detail the LOKA [abode] of the
MAHAADURGAA [the entity which is higher than the DURGAA].It describes
other LOKAs [abodes], too like the LOKAs of the 10 MAHAAVEDHYAA.

THE NOTE
Spiritually speaking, the BRHMALOKA as described above can be taken to be as
corresponding to the top of the human head [Crown Lotus -1000 Petals Lotus].
Thus, it would mean that the BRHMALOKA [1000-petas Lotus] is under the feet
of the DIVINE MOTHER. The spiritual-seeker must advance spiritually to the
Crown Chakra to be able to have a glimpse of the luminous DIVINE MOTHER
[in other words, to be able to further merge into the supreme consciousness/ocean of
the white light]!
Thus, the luminous DIVINE MOTHER is the supreme entity in this universe as
per the DAEVEE PURAANNA.
ARTICLE KEYWORDS: BHAGAWATEE, BRHMAA, BRHMALOKA,
DAEVEE, JAGADAMBAA, JYOTEESWARUUPAA, KAALEE,
LUMINOUS, MAHAAKAALEE
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6. THE LORD SHEVA/SHIV - THE ONLY
ABSOLUTE [TRUE BRHMA]?
The Introduction
Many spiritual-seekers think that the Lord Sheva/Shiv is the only true BRHMA
[ABSOLUTE]. But, is it really true?

The Discussion
As regards the Lord Shiva being the only true BRHMA, well our experiences tell
us a different story. I remember having once initiated a well-educated well-cultured
bhadralok-kind professional Bengali middle-aged couple in Pune, a few years back,
into the Satyaa Paramaa Tattva Jyotee Bhakte Yoga.
They were seated with me and the process followed [the details of which cannot be
divulged here because the FAKE SAINTS/FAKE YOGEEs around may misuse
the information to fool the gullible innocent public]. Like many devout worshipper
of the Lord Sheva/Shiv, the couple was fully sure of the Lord Sheva/Shiv being the
only true BRHMA. During the process, they had the true glimpses of the Lord
Sheva/shiv and did not wish to go beyond him. But, when they went beyond the
Lord Sheva/Shiv, they found there was no Lord Sheva/Shiv!
...It was only the Swayama Brhma stage...There were no two..There was no
duality of 'the perceiver' and 'the perceived'...It was just the ABSOLUTE
PARAMAA TATTVA in its manifestationless form full of light! After that novel
true spiritual experience, the Bengali couple changed their view about the Lord
Sheva/Shiv and realised that it is just the PARAMAA TATTVA only that is the
real/final ABSOLUTE TRUTH...call it by whatever name you may like to call it!
True "then is left a pure AATMA without AHMA" in the stage of the Swayama
Brhma, In this state, the AATMA TATTVA is definitely without any AHMA
[human unreasonable ego that is seen in this world].
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I carried out a sufficient number of spiritual experiments on numerous purified
spiritual-seekers to satisfy my own self, since I believe firmly that my own single
experience could not have validated the truth of this phenomenon.
As I have often said, there can be no real substitute to your own individual
experience as a Saadhaka. You have to experience it yourself, first.
When one says that there is no need to worship the GODDESSES/GODS after
the self-realisation then it means that one can directly contemplate on the
ABSOLUTE manifestationless PARAMA/PARAMAA TATTVA. It does not
mean that you as a Saadhaka need give up the respect for the
GODDESSES/GODS if you love respecting them.
It's just like that after having passed the Matriculation, you join a degree college
for a higher degree. So, naturally you'll have to pay the attention to your present
college lecturers/professors rather than to your past school teachers.

The Conclusion
Therefore, with all humility and full respect for the strongly personally-held belief
by the devotees of the Lord Sheva/Shiv, I wish to conclude by saying that the true
BRHMA is formless/manifestationless only! As regards carrying on discussions,
one can go on debating for aeons if one has oneself not had true spiritual
experiences, with neither party acceding to the correct perception. So, I would like
to round off this discussion by saying that you as a spiritual-seeker go by your own
experience. Don't believe in me, scriptures or anyone else if your own spiritual
experience does not tally with our experiences!
ARTICLE KEYWORDS: SCRIPTURES, AEONS, SELF-REALISATION,
GODDESSESGODS, SAADHAKA, MANIFESTATIONLESS, AATMA,
AHMA, LORD SHEVA/SHIV, BENGALI
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7. THE SELF-REALISATION - NO NEED
FOR WORSHIPPING THE GODDESS/GOD?
The worshipping of the form of the Goddess/God helps the spiritual-seeker move
towards the goal of self-realisation. After the spiritual-seeker has attained the selfrealisation, there is no need for the spiritual-seeker to worship the external forms of
the god/goddess. The spiritual-seeker who has attained the self-realization,
henceforth, has to focus on the ABSOLUTE [BRHMA] or the light only instead
of the erstwhile Goddess/God.
It is true that the Goddesses/Gods do transcommunicate unconditional love and
transcendental wisdom which may or may not have anything to do with the selfrealization.
However, if you read ancient Indian spiritual texts and scriptures carefully, they
talk in terms of the Mukte [liberation] of various kinds, i.e., Saalokya, Saameepya,
Saaruupya, Saayujya, Kaeevalya and Swayama Brhma.
It depends on the devotee as to what kind of Mukte the Devotee is aspiring for. If
the devotee desires Saalokya, Saameepya, Saaruupya, Saayujya or the Swayama
Brhma Muktee, the devotee may aspire for any of these as one's spiritual goal.
However, for the one who has aspired for and realized the Swayama Brhma
Muktee [the concept as understood by the author of the instant article, different
spiritual seekers may have different understanding of the meaning of the word
Swayama Brhma], there is no need to contemplate on the human form ascribed to
the Goddesses/Gods. In the Swayama Brhma stage, the spiritual seeker gets merged
into the BRAHMA/ABSOLUTE in its pure light form which has then nothing to
do with the worship of the ABSOLUTE in human forms [adopted by
Goddesses/Gods].
Even in the Durgaa Saptashatee, in one Daevee Stotra, the Daevee is praised as
"AESHHAA AATMASHAKTEhaa" which means that one's own AATMA [self]
SHAKTE [power] is the real Goddess. This means clearly that the true final
spiritual form [if we can say so] of the Goddess is one's own self-
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power/ABSOLUTE Tattva. The human form of Goddesses/Gods in which this
self-power manifests itself during the spiritual seeker's spiritual journey is just one
of the numerous manifestations/stages on the way that help the spiritual seeker
progress towards the final goal of the ABSOLUTE which is without any
manifestation.
For many true Saadhakas, the Absolute Truth stands verified personally by the
grace of the Divine Mother. The same cannot be said about other spiritual-seekers
and their personal experiences. One has to oneself experience the Absolute Truth
personally..!
ARTICLE KEYWORDS: Tattva, Saadhakas, Daevee-Stotra,
DurgaaSaptashatee, ABSOLUTE[BRHMA], self-realisation, Goddess/God,
Mukte[liberation], AATMA[self]
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8. THE GODDESS OR GOD- THE
PARAMA/PARAMAA TATTVA‟S
MANIFESTATIONS ONLY!
The Parama/Paramaa Tattva [The Absolute] manifests itself in many forms some
of which are in the form of Gods/Goddesses or whatever the seeker would like to
imagine it to be.
It would be wrong to say that the worshipping of the goddess/god doesn't lead to
the Parama/Paramaa Tattva. In Shreemaad Daeveebhaagawata, Daevee asks the
seeker to give up in final stages the worship of her external form [in the form of a
goddess] and instead concentrate on her upaadhee-shuunya [devoid of any form]
divine light aspect to experience the Parama/Paramaa Tattva.
For example, she says on page number 572, ibid,"...till the time such as, one does
not get the Authority/Competence [becomes fit] to do the internal worship, one
must do the external worship [worship of the Divine Mother/Absolute as a
Goddess]. On becoming fit for the internal worship, one must get into internal
worship leaving the external worship; because my external worship merges into the
GYAANA after some time. UPAADHEESHUNYAA [devoid of any
designation/form, that is the ABSOLUTE light] GYAANA is the only my
PARAMA [ABSOLUTE] RUUPA [EXISTENCE]."
"So, one must put one's groundless [without having any foothold] CHETTA into
my GYAANAMAYA RUUPA. The world other than this GYAANAMAYA
RUUPA, is totally false. So, to stop/still the activity of life and death,
concentrate on me fully focused. I am the SARVASAAKSHENNEE [observer of
all] and the AATMASWAROOPENNEE [in the form of the self or the
ABSOLUTE]. One must remember me with a CHETTA full of
DHYAANAYOGA."
It would be better if you read the original Hindi language pages because sometimes
despite all best efforts of any translator, there always is a chance of missing out on
finer nuances.
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As regards the real GURUU-TATTVA, I would like you to read the small booklet
titled "Sachcha Guru Kaun?" in the Hindi language published by the Gita Press
Gorakhpur. It costs just Indian rupees 2 only. This booklet is enough to put to rest
one's doubts about as to what the real GURUU-TATTVA is..! The reading of this
small booklet shall let you understand that it is not at all necessary to have a
human as a GURUU. "The ABSOLUTE" is the "real" GURUU-TATTVA." The
ABSOLUTE" can manifest itself in any form to guide the true/genuine spiritual
seeker.
Read about this booklet by clicking on http://www.gitapress.org/search_result.asp
, then 'search & order', then on 'search books', then on 'book code', fill up the code
number '440', then click on the 'Start the Search'. The description says, "Craving for
attaining knowledge is (the) mother of divine knowledge. Thus divine knowledge is
(the) real preceptor (Guruu). This philosophical thinking has been described in this
book by Swami Ramsukhdas, at the sometime he has warned people to refrain from
(the) so-called worthless teachers."
Let us be logical and practical. The author of the instant article can quote ancient
Indian spiritual text 'Yogavaseshtha' in support of the premise that a HUMANGURUU isn't a necessity to get salvation. Now, someone else may quote from
some other source trying to prove the necessity of the presence of a HUMANGURUU. Which of the ancient texts or the reading-materials to be believed in and
which ones to be thrown out of the window?
The irrefutable factual fact is that this only means that in the past, the great
enlightened souls had achieved the spiritual salvation through different
approaches. Hence, it isn't necessary to have a HUMAN-GURUU." The
ABSOLUTE" is the PARAMA/PARAMAA TATTVA and the GURUUTATTVA...!
That's why it seems that the Guruu Govenda Singh Jee, the tenth Guruu of the
Sekhs had declared that henceforth the holy book „SHREE GURUUGRNTHA
SAAHEBA' shall be the only GURUU to be followed by the followers of the
Sekhism! That's why it seems the only Allah is followed as the supreme entity and
any individual Muslim can act as the Guide, Maulavee or Guruu to lead the
Muslim-gathering at the time of the daily Namaaza prayers.
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Actually, it becomes tricky. If you talk only in terms of your own individual
experiences, people start asking you to give the proof from scriptures and also,
quoting of your own individual experiences, to some critics, looks like indulging
into self-praise! If you quote only the scriptures, people ask you whether you
yourself have had personal experiences or not! So, the author of the instant article
has talked here both in the light of the ancient Indian Spiritual texts as well as his
own individual experiences. But, sorry, the author of the instant article cannot and
would not like to share with anyone some of his own personal experiences in this
regard.
Anyhow, the author of the instant article has no issues personally if some spiritual
seeker wishes to follow some HUMAN as a GURUU. Ultimately, it's individual
seeker's way of thinking, liking, inclinations, experiences, past-sansakaaras
[attitudes/psychic impressions] that partly determine whether to go in for a
HUMAN as a GURUU or not.

ARTICLE KEYWORDS: MANIFESTATION, GODDESS/GOD,
PARAMA/PARAMAA, TATTVA, ABSOLUTE, SHREEMAAD
DAEVEEBHAAGAWATA, GYAANA, RUUPA, CHETTA, SHREE
GURUUGRNTHASAAHEBA
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9. THE 2 BASICS WHICH THE YOGA
PRACTITIONER MUST KNOW!
The Introduction
Now a day, it has become a trend worldwide to practice the yoga for numerous
reasons. Some wants to get cured of various physical, psychological or
psychosomatic diseases. Others want to achieve spiritual liberation. Still, a few
others aspire to get miraculous powers and get instant success by the use of the
Yoga in their daily lives. Of course, there is a category of those, too who do the
Yoga simply because they view it as a fashion-statement, status-symbol and don't
wish to be seen legging behind!
Some of these aspiring Yogeenees/Yogees have some really nice basic knowledge of
the Yoga. Still, the experience of the instant article's author, based on interactions
with a large number of devotees/spiritual seekers of different sects/gurus is that
hardly any one of them knows a few of the essential basics of the Yoga.

The Two Essential Basics
Any practitioner of the Yoga need know the following two essential basics of the
Yoga:
(1). Practising of the NAADEE SHODHANA
KREYAA/PRAANNNAAYAAMA for 15 minutes daily is enough for your wellbeing in case you lead a jet-speed fast urban life and don't have enough time to do
other Yoga exercises.
(2). Practising of the 3 bandhas [Udeyaana, Jaalandhara, Muula], each one
separately in succession for one minute each, after having finshed doing/practising
all other yoga exercises like aasanas [physical postures]- praannaayaama [breathing
tachniques] - mudraas is a MUST. Otherwise, the practitioner is likely to have
many problems. For example, the author of the instant article had recently met a
follower of one Shiv Yog master. This fellow has been following his guruu for last
8-9 years and has learnt many magic-like Vedhyaas [ShreeVedhyaa, etc,] from his
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guruu, but this fellow had been suffering with so many bodily physical problems
despite doing yoga exercises and even his guruu [who has clairvoyance powers]
couldn't see his problems or help him out. When the author of the instant article
asked him about his way of doing Yoga exercises then the real cause of his
sufferings became clear - he was not practising the 3 bandhas at all the way as
these should be as described above!

The Caution
The Mahaabandha (comprising of the three above-mentioned bandhas) must be
practised only by a really highly advanced Yoga-practioner and not by any beginner
or the ordinary Yoga-practitioner. The reason for this caution is that this
Mahaabandha may inadvertently cause the unbearable stiffness in the belly
[especially the intestines], stomach or girdle region of the body.

[C]The Conclusion
It is hoped sincerely that the above-mentioned information shall definitely help you
enhance your well-being through the practising of the Yoga.
Article Keywords: MAHAABANDHA, SHREEVEDHYAA, BANDHAS,
UDEYAANABANDHA, JAALANDHARBANDHA, MUULABANDHA,
NAADEESHODHANA, PRAANNNAAYAAMA, YOGEENEE, YOGEE
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10. THE HUMAN SADGURUU - THE ONLY
CHANNEL TO ACHIEVE THE SPIRITUAL
LIBERATION?
The Introduction
Is the human sadguruu the Only Channel that exists in this creation for us humans
to achieve the spiritual liberation?

The Discussion
1.

2.

3.

4.

The Meditation indeed is passing from one consciousness stage to
another. It may happen through the blessings of the some human-guruu
[called sadguruu] who has her/his own bio-electro-magnetic field fully
awakened or it can very well happen by the grace of the
Parama/Paramaa Tattva itself [the Absolute supreme consciousness
called variously as god/goddess or by whatever name you may prefer to
call it].
Hence, it would be wrong to say or assume that the meditation-stage can
be achieved only through some human-guruu! For example, it is well
known that the Swami Ramkrishna Paramhansa, a follower of the divine
mother, had achieved much of the spiritual success only through the grace
of the divine mother herself and not through any human-guruu, though he
did later on have a human-guruu!
However, those who say that the meditation-stage can be achieved only
through some human-guruu, are correct, too because may be such spiritual
seekers themselves didn't have the experience of the meditation-stage
through the grace of the Parama/Paramaa Tattva and achieved spiritual
success only through/with-the-help-of some human-sadguruu.
As is said wisely in the wise ancient Indian spiritual text titled
"Sankkshepta Yogavaaseshtha," all spiritual-seekers are correct in their
opinions on the spirituality because all these seekers talk in the light of
their own particular individual experiences which have to be true for
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these seekers because they themselves individually have experienced those
particular experiences.
It would be useful to add here that it's true that the gymnastics isn't the
Yoga. Else, all those crores/millions of people doing the physical yoga led
by numerous modern day Yoga-Guruus would have by now had their
Kundalenees awakened and would have had Brhama-Darshana. Whether
one likes it or not, this is the blunt truth as regards the physical Yoga
being taught now a day!

The Conclusion
The human sadguruu isn't the only channel through which we humans can
communicate directly with the Almighty or the Supreme-Consciousness. The human
sadguruu is just one of the many instruments available to us for reaching the
Almighty.
ARTICLE KEYWORDS: HUMAN, SADGURUU, SPIRITUAL
LIBERATION, SANKKSHEPTAYOGAVAASESHTHA, PARAMAA,
TATTVA, YOGA, BIOELECTROMAGNETIC, SUPREME
CONSCIOUSNESS, GODDESS
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11. THE INTENTIONS ARE AS IMPORTANT
AS THE PHYSICAL BEHAVIOUR
The spiritual path requires the true practitioner to cleanse one's heart and mind of
all impure thoughts. Once it is achieved, the soul becomes purer and the Saadhaka
or the spiritual-seeker makes faster spiritual progress. This purity of thoughts is
reflected in the Saadhaka's physical behaviour like talking/not-talking with others
and so on.
There must not be a gap between thoughts and deeds. What is there in heart and
mind must be reflected on one's face. But, sometimes we Saadhakas pretend to be
doing something else than what actually is going on in our hearts and minds. In
other words, our intentions are different than what we actually are behaving.
This inconsistency between intention and physical behaviour creates Maanaseka
[Mental] Vekaara [Illness] that actually becomes a stumbling block in the
Saadhaka's spiritual progress. Such a Saadhaka does harm both to one's own self
and other spiritual-seekers around.
For example, Swami Vivekananda while touring the- then Rajputana [the present
day Rajasthan] came across a mahaatma who did not show his ability and also did
not talk about himself...! This mahatma fitted nicely into the traditionally held
notion that"the one who is actually a Santa or Guru does not show his ability or
talk much about himself...but those who are nothing do just its opposite."
This mahaatma did not talk to anyone. He simply kept silent. All bhakta-mandalee
around were busy requesting him to speak something. But, no, he would not budge!
All Bhaktas made a bee-line to have his Darshana [Glimpse] and offered him
various things like money, fruits, etc. and hailed him as a true mahaatma!
Swami Vivekananda made an attempt to talk to this so-called silent/not-speakingabout-himself mahatma. But, this mahaatma did not talk to Swami Vivekananda
either. Then, Swami Vivekananda made a searching probe about this mahaatma
and found that this mahaatma was actually no mahaatma.
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He found that this so-called Mahaatma was simply taking the spiritual-seekers for
a ride by pretending to be a mahaatma by keeping silent. Then, Swami
Vivekananda remarked that in India it is easy to become a mahaatma! How? Just
say nothing and you will be treated as the true saint/mahaatma!
By the way, this above-quoted example also shows amply: whether one shows one's
ability/ talks much about oneself or not - that is not really important in
spirituality. What is more important in spirituality is - one's intentions!
If a spiritual-seeker who shows one's ability or talks much about oneself with the
noble intention of helping other spiritual seekers, it does not mean that the
Saadhaka is not a true Saadhaka. Whereas not showing one's ability or not talking
much about oneself is also no guarantee of the saadhaka being a true
saint/mahatma as has been shown clearly by Swami Vivekanada himself through
the above-quoted example!
One more example, we all Saadhakas are talking a lot about ourselves in terms of
our experiences/problems, etc and also showing our abilities by giving solutions to
various problems being asked in different forums on numerous yoga websites. Does
this mean that we all are not true saadhakas? No, we all are true spiritual-seekers!
We are talking about ourselves or showing our abilities because [I presume] of our
noble intentions to share our yoga-knowledge with the other spiritual-seekers so
that the cause of the Vedhyaa [true knowledge] and the cause of the spiritual
progress for all the spiritual-seekers is realised.
Finally, I would like to add that this article has been written inter alia with the
pure true noble intention of showing that let us please not generalise/oversimplify
any given statement/saying/notion. Everything has pros and cons. Everything has
both positives and negatives. We must look into both the aspects before making
any conclusions about anything.
Article Keywords: BEHAVIOUR, ILLNESS, INTENTIONS, MAANASEKA,
MAHATMA, MENTAL, PHYSICAL, RAJASTHAN, RAJPUTANA, SAINT
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12. THE ART OF DYING
The Introduction
We have so many Arts around - the Art of Making Friends, the Art of getting
Success in life, the Art of Living and so on. All of these Arts do try to help us
improve our personality, our outlook towards life and indeed our whole existence as
a human being. Let us add one more to this interesting list of Arts - The Art of
Dying.

What is the Art of Dying
The Art of being able to leave the human body most peacefully in a liberating
spiritual way at the time of one's own death, by the human soul may be termed the
Art of Dying.

How it Works
My own understanding in this regard goes like this: A yoga-practitioner who is
able to retain one's breath in the Brhmaanda [Brain/skull] area of one's own
physical human body comfortably for a long period of time/duration
daily automatically finds it easier for the own consciousness withdrawing upwards
at the time one's own death. The soul of such a Yoga-practitioner goes to higher
spiritual planes or is able to merge into the supreme-consciousness and does not
come to the lower spiritual planes.

How to Learn/Master it
Learn it only under the guidence of some really competent Yoga-Teacher/Spiritual
Master first and then only practice it daily.
Sit in the Sedhaasana, close your eyes, inhale deeply, feel the movement of the
breath upwards in the skull/brain area, retain this breath in the skull/brain area
for as long a duration with which you may be comfortable with, slowly exhale the
breath. Repeat this cycle 9 times.
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First day, you may retain the breath for 5 seconds only, next day for 10 seconds
and so on. Go on increasing this duration daily with patience till you are able to
hold your breath in the skull/brain area for 48 minutes comfortably.

Article Keywords: ART, BRAIN, BREATH, DYING, LIVING, PLANES,
SKULL, SOUL, SPIRITUAL, YOGAVIDYA
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13. Are The Modern Yoga/Spiritual
Masters/Teachers Spiritual-Peddlers?
Today, the true spiritual-seekers feel disgusted to see the so-called spiritual-masters
and Yoga-experts busy in minting money by selling their spiritual wares through
different outlets like the internet and so on. The true spiritual-seekers are asking
themselves - Are these so-called spiritual-masters and Yoga-experts busy in minting
money by selling their spiritual wares really True Spiritual-Guides or are just
another kind of ordinary marketing and sales-people trying to market and sell their
products to make money?
The Indian Puraannas have mentioned thousands of year ago itself that the
Braahamannas [not the caste Brahmin, but those who have either become one with
the Brhma, are the self realized souls or profess to be the Brhmagyaanees] shall sell
the brhmagyaana/brhmavedyaa/Vaedas in the Kaleyuga. This is what exactly is
happening!
There are certainly selfless people and organizations that are doing excellent selfless
work for spreading the Yoga and the spirituality.
But, these selfless Yoga/spiritual-organizations cannot work without resources,
the primary of which happens to be the money. In the excellent ancient days, the
reshhes used to get generous grants from the patron kings, businesspeople, disciples
to run their Ashrmas efficiently. So, they did not need sell any CDs, DVDs, books,
etcetra in those days. How many of today's kings/queens [read: the governments],
businesspersons or the disciples [who have learnt the Yoga from the really selfless
Yoga-teachers] are helping the selfless Ashrmas run by the selfless devotees of the
Yoga-science ?
Rani Rashmoni, (1793-1861), the founder of Daksshenaeshawara Kaalee Temple,
Kolkata had greatly helped Sri Ramakrishna Paramahansa by appointing him [Sri
Ramakrishna Paramahansa]the priest of the temple.
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It would be wrong to label all the yogees/yogeenees as corrupt. There indeed are
noble Yoga-practitioners who are engaged in the selfless rendering of the Yoga to
the humanity.
There have been selfless people like Swami Vivekananda, Swami Shivananda and
others who have taught the spirituality/Yoga free of cost to the people. Several
such modern-day noble spiritual guides have written numerous articles on the Yoga.
Some of them have been on the internet trying to spread the Yoga. But, it all
required money in the first instance. If these noble-intentioned people don't try to
sell their books, etcetra on the Yoga, do you think they'll ever be able to raise
monetary resources needed to be able to get facilities like the internet, etcetra which
come for a price? Getting documents xeroxed/scanned and putting them on the
internet for the benefit of the spiritual/Yoga-seekers costs some money and so on.
But, yes, the noble saints/masters/guides don't sell their brhmagyaana for a
monetary price unlike what many totally materialistic Yoga-teachers are doing
around. Such pious masters have initiated numerous deserving spiritual-seekers in
the spirituality/Yoga, free of cost. In fact, such kind-hearted, generous and
compassionate guides/masters don't charge any money at all!
In my opinion, any Yoga-teacher who makes money for teaching the Yoga, on one
or the other pretext to only to the people who can afford to pay money, but does
not teach the Yoga to those who don't have money to pay, is no true spiritualmaster, rather such a unreasonably-selfish yoga-teacher is just a spiritual-peddler!
There are many around who are not the spiritual-peddlers! Khwaazaa Gareeba
Nawaaza [Hazrat Shaikh Khwaja Syed Muhammad Mu'inuddin Chishti (Ajmeri)]
of Ajmer was such a selfless noble saint. He never charged any money from
spiritual-seekers. Guruu Naanaka Daeva, the founder of' the Sekkhism, gave his
spiritual-knowledge and blessings free of cost to the disciples/true-seekers. Jesus,
another noble saint cared for humanity selflessly. He never charged money, too.
Moses did not seek any special favour from Israeli people for having passed on to
them the tablet containing the Ten Commandments!
It is perfectly justified if you are trying to raise resources in the selfless service of
the Yoga/spirituality by selling books-DVDs, etcetra, only in case you are not
getting any donations or grants, in case you are a genuine selfless Yoga/spiritual-
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teacher who is trying genuinely selflessly to teach/spread the true Yoga, i.e., union
with the creation!

Article Keywords: KHWAAZAAGAREEBANAWAAZA, NAANAKA,
JESUS, MOSES, PURAANNAS, YOGA, SPIRITUALITY, SRI
RAMAKRISHNA PARAMAHANSA, BRHMAVEDYAA, VAEDAS
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14. THE SOUL/AATMA
TATTVA/ELEMENTARY PARTICLE
'SATYAGHANA' IS 'CUBICAL' IN
STRUCTURE!
What is the structure of the basic matter from which our soul is made of? In other
words, what is the structure of the ultimate finest elementary particle in this
universe?
It is well known that the Sunlight in our solar system has electromagnetic
properties and consists of packets called photons. The photon is said to be massless
having no electric charge and is said to not decay spontaneously in empty space.
One may feel tempted to conclude the soul to be made of the photon, since the
Aatma Tattva is massless, possesses no electric charge in its final resting phase and
does not decay [a soul is never born and can never be destroyed]. However, it's not
so as we will see in the later part of this brief article.
It is said that the Puurnna Brhma is a state which is beyond the Vaannee and the
Mana. In other words, a state from where the Vaannee and the Mana return
without being able to cross it.
Till the Akshara Brhma stage, one may continue hearing the inaudible Anhata
Naada [sound] or the inaudible rhythm. The rhythm can only be possible when
some kind of energy is present. Till this stage, the energy continues to be present.
The energy can neither be created nor destroyed, it changes forms only. So, till this
stage we witness the soul manifesting itself in different forms like the
gods/goddesses, humans, etcetra with the help of this energy [Shakte].
After crossing the Neha-akshara stage, the soul is said to merge into the Puurnna
Akshara Brhma and never returns. It goes into a state of motionlessness which is
possible only in the absence of the energy of any kind. It becomes a part of the all
pervading basic matter from which this universe is made of, i.e, the Aatma Tattva.
The modern BIG BANG theory states that the universe starts with a bang from
the basic matter which starts expanding into galaxies and so on. This theory
further states that the universe shall one day contract to its original position. This
is similar to „the YOGEE-MATA' prevalent in India, that states that the creation
starts with a big NAADA and shall one day be destroyed through the PRLAYA
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and go back to its original position. The other modern theory called the STEADY
STATE theory states that the universe continues to be in a state of steadiness with
new things like galaxies getting formed and destroyed. It says that the universe has
been as such, is continuing as such and shall continue to remain as such. This is
similar to the „VAEESHNNNAVA-MATA' of India which says that there is
nothing such as birth or destruction of the universe. It says that the universe is
ANAADE [with no beginning] and ANANTA [with no end]. It says that the
universe is an eternal steady flow.
So, to me, it seems possible that what is stated about the AATMA TATTVA
through the story of one Satyakama in the Chhandogya Upaneshhada may very
well be true, too.
The story in brief goes like this: Satyakama is returning to his guruu's aashrama
after a period of 12 years along with cows. On the way back, Satyakama receives
BRHMAGYAANA through an Ox, the Fire, the Swan and the Water-Cock who
tell him about 4 characteristics of the BRHMA [AATMA] TATTVA.
The Ox tells him that the BRHMA is PRKAASHASWARUUPA [like light], the
Fire tells him that the BRHMA is ANANTA [with no end], the Swan says that
the BRHMA is JYOTESHHMAANA [luminous] and the Water-cock tells him
that the BRHMA is AAYATANASWARUUPA [cubical in structure].
The word PRKAASHASWARUUPA indicates the stage of the NAADA
BRHMA [AKSHARABRHMA] in which there is both the sound energy and the
light. The light indicated here may be somewhat akin to the photon-properties.
The word ANANTA indicates the stage of the NEHA-AKSHARABRHMA.
The word JYOTESHHMAANA [luminous] indicates the stage of the
PUURNNABRHMA in which the soul becomes one with the luminous.
Well, we may note carefully here that we generally take the light and luminosity to
be almost the same phenomenon. However, as indicated here, these are altogether
two different properties of the BRHMA. The word JYOTESHHMAANA
[LUMINOUS] does not indicate the presence of any photon-like elementary
particle. It indicates the presence of some other kind of finest elementary particle
devoid of any kind of energy, motion or action. It is a stage of total
rest/motionlessness for the soul.
The word AAYATANASWARUUPA indicates clearly that the finest elementary
particle from which the soul is made is cubical in structure! It seems to be quite
logical because a particle in motion may acquire a round or elliptical
shape/structure. But, a particle which is in total state of rest may very well have a
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cube-like structure. That is why the PUURNNABRHMA is said to be the „Sachchedaanandaghana'. The word 'Ghana' means a 'Cube'.
After Satyakama who has been mentioned in this article, I would like to call this
elementary, ultimate and fundamental cubical particle as the „Satyaghana' particle.

Article Keywords: AATMA TATTVA, SATYAKAM, CHHANDOGYA
UPANESHHADA, PHOTON, PRKAASHASWARUUPA,
JYOTESHHMAANA, BIGBANG, ANANTAAAYATANASWARUUPA,
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15. THE ELEMENTARY PARTICLE –
RECTANGULAR, CUBOID, CUBE OR
CUBICAL?
The Introduction
The Water-Cock tells Satyakama in the Chhandogyaa Upaneshhada that the
fourth PAADA/STEP or the characteristic of the BRHMA [ABSOLUTE] is that
the BRHMA is „AAYATANASWARUUPA'. The
word „AAYATANASWARUUPA' is made up of two parts: AAYATANA
[RECTANGULAR BODY] + SWARUUPA [FORM]. The word AAYATANA
consists of two roots: AAYATA [RECTANGLE] + TANA [BODY]. The word
„AAYATANA' would then mean „the RECTANGULAR BODY'. So, the word
„AAYATANASWARUUPA' would mean „the ONE HAVING THE FORM OF
A RECTANGULAR BODY'.
Also, we notice that the BRHMA [ABSOLUTE] is called the „SACHCHEDAANANDAGHANA' [SAT+CHETA+AANANDA+GHANA].
The word „AAYATAAKAARA' in the English language means „the
RECTANGULAR'. The word „GHANA' in the English language means „the
CUBE'. Obviously, the words „the RECTANGULAR' and „the CUBE' carry
different meanings.
Then, how come the author of the instant article has said that the basic, elementary
and fundamental particle, in an earlier article, is CUBICAL in structure?
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The Discussion
First of all, let us see the meanings of the terms the RECTANGLE,
RECTANGULAR, CUBE, CUBIC and CUBOID as understood in the English
and the Hindi languages.
[A] The Oxford ADVANCED LEARNER'S DICTIONARY of Current English,
edited by A S Hornby and others, Seventh edition, 2005, published by the Oxford
University Press defines the words Rectangle, Cube, Cuboid and Cubic as follows:

RECTANGLE
"A flat shape with four straight sides two of which are longer than the other two
and four angles of 900.”

CUBE
"A solid or hollow figure with six equal square sides."

CUBOID
*Noun (geometry) - "A solid object which has six RECTANGULAR sides at
RIGHT ANGLES to each other."
*Adjective - "Shaped approximately like a cube."

CUBIC
"Having the shape of a cube."

[B] The page number 711, The BHARGAVA'S STANDARD ILLUSTRATED
DICTIONARY OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE (Anglo-Hindi Edition)
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Twelfth Edition (1965), Reprint, January 1980, published by BHARGAVA Book
Depot, VARANASI (BANARAS), India gives the meaning of the word
RECTANGLE and RECTANGULAR as shown below:

RECTANGLE
AAYATA

RECTANGULAR
AAYATAAKAARA

CUBE
Thosa Ghana
The word „THOSA' in the English language means a „Solid‟.
The word „AAYATAAKAARA' means „the RECTANGULAR'. The word
„GHANA' means „the cube'.
[C] Visualise a cuboid having 6 faces with the upper, lower, front and back faces
being RECTANGULAR in shape. Also, visualize this cuboid having the left and
the right faces as being SQUARE in shape.
Now, anyone who looks at the front, back, lower or upper face of this cuboid shall
call it as being RECTANGULAR or „the AAYATAAKAARA' in shape. But, the
person who looks at the left or the right face of this cuboid shall term it to be
SQUARE in shape and CUBIC or „the GHANA' in structure. The fact remains
that it is a cuboid only despite two different perceptions.
We further notice that a cuboid is shaped approximately like a cube. In other
words, we may say that a cuboid is a special kind of cube only.

The Conclusion
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Hence, there is no contradiction between the Water-Cock telling Satyakama in the
Chhandogyaa Upaneshhada that the fourth PAADA/STEP or the characteristic of
the BRHMA [ABSOLUTE] is „AAYATANASWARUUPA' and the BRHMA
[ABSOLUTE] being called the „SACH-CHEDAANANDAGHANA'
[SAT+CHETA+AANANDA+GHANA].
There is no word in the English dictionary which reconciles the above two differing
perceptions. So, the author of the instant article has chosen/invented the new word
„CUBICAL' as a compromise to reconcile the above two differing perceptions.
It would be interesting and informative to add here the fact that the Sheva lengas
are generally found to be the vertical pillars with dome-like upper tapering shape.
However, the Sheva Lenga called the TADDKAESHAWARA MAHAADAEVA
at Vadodara in Gujarat in India is nearly cubical in shape and is placed in the
horizontal position!

Article Keywords: BRHMA [ABSOLUTE], GHANA, CUBE, RECTANGLE,
AAYATAAKAARA, WATER-COCK, SATYAKAMA, CHHANDOGYAA
UPANESHHADA, PARTICLE, SACH-CHEDAANANDAGHANA
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16. THE RED - THE COLOUR OF THE
PEACE?
'The Red' and not „the White' is the colour of the Peace in our human life. „The
White' is the colour in the Supreme Consciousness-stage, Puurnna Brhma-stage.
In the visible spectrum, the frequency decreases and the wavelength increases as
one moves from „the Violet' to „the Red' along the VIBGYOR band in the visible
portion of the spectrum.
V means Violet.
I means Indigo.
B means Blue.
G means Green.
Y means Yellow.
O means Orange.
R means Red.
The maximum frequency and the shortest wavelength is seen at the V-band. The Rband has the minimum frequency and the maximum wavelength.
When the human mind is in a state of deep meditation then it experiences the
minimum number of disturbances or frequency. In deeper calmer states, the human
mind becomes increasingly more powerful and accordingly its power to heal the
body keeps increasing manifold as one moves from the Violet band of the spectrum
towards the Red band of the visible spectrum.
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Consider the following two facts that have been observed during
the Saadhana Sheveras on the spiritual-practitioners:
1. When the Sanjeevanee Healing Shakte is invoked then it has been observed that
the Aura-Photographs taken of the practitioners show the Violet light over the
heads of the practitioners.
2. When the Shaambhavee Healing Shakte is invoked then it has been observed
that the Aura-Photographs taken of the practitioners show the Golden (Yellow)
light over the heads of the practitioners. This was observed especially in one Yoga
camp at Ahmedabad conducted by one eminent Yoga-Teacher.
The point to note here is that the healing becomes more powerful or effective when
one invokes the Shaambhavee Healing Shakte than when one invokes the
Sanjeevanee Healing Shaktee. Here, one can see clearly that there is a shift from the
Violet band of the visible spectrum [Sanjeevanee Healing Shakte] to the Golden or
the Yellow (Shaambhavee Healing Shakte) band on it.
So, the mind is more in the Peace at the Red band in the visible spectrum.
It's a known scientific fact that the human mind generates four kinds of brain
waves: Beta (13- 40 cycles per second) - Associated with the waking state, Alpha
(8-13 cycles per second]- Associated with the light meditation and the day
dreaming, Theta (4-7 cycles per second) - Associated with the Dreaming, ExtraSensory Perception [ESP], Creativity and Delta (1/2 - 4 cycles per second) Associated with the Deep Sleep, Deep Consciousness.
The author of the instant article had attended few months back a Yogacongregation led by an eminent Yoga-Teacher. The Aura-photographs described here
in the instant discussion were showed by this Yoga-Teacher. The said Yoga-Teacher
claimed that the Golden colour in the Aura-photographs of his Saadhakas showed
clearly that the colour of the Supreme Consciousness-Stage is Golden and not the
White.
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However, the claim of the said Yoga-Teacher does not seem to be valid on the
following grounds:
1. Everything in this universe is fully logical and scientific. It's an altogether
different issue whether we humans are able to under this fact or not.
2. The Golden colour in the said Aura-photographs only indicates that the inferiorShaambhavee that is being taught by this said Yoga-Teacher is of a lower level of
consciousness only. On the fully higher level of consciousness, the Aura-Photgraphs
of the superior-Shaambhavee must show the bright luminosity [JYOTEE].
3. In terms of the VIBGYOR, the Shaambhavee-Aura-Photgraphs showing Red
colour must definitely indicate a higher level of consciousness than the GoldenAura-Photgraph stage.
Thus, one may conclude logically that the TRUE colour of the Peace is „the Red'
colour.

Article Keywords: PEACE, WHITE, RED, SANJEEVANEE,
SHAMBHAVEE, BETA, ALPHA, THETA, DELTA, VIBGYOR
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17. WHAT IS THE CORRECT CONCEPT OF
THE TERM THE „PERCEPTION'?
What is the correct concept of the term the „Perception'? Well, we can understand
it by the hypothetical examples of the two hypothetical individuals X and Y.
X travels on foot all the way from New Delhi to Kathmandu and declares that the
only way one can reach Kathmandu is on foot. When someone tells X that one can
reach Kathmandu even by an airplane or bus, the X refuses to believe in it.
Y flies to Kathmandu from New Delhi, in an airplane and declares that the only
way one can reach Kathmandu is only by an airplane. When someone tells Y that
one can reach Kathmandu by a bus or even on foot, Y refuses to believe in it.
Both X and Y are correct in their own limited perceptions based on individual
limited experiences. One can clearly see that their perceptions are limited and as
such incorrect. Thus, it would be wrong for X to insist that the Y's perception is
correct only if Y followed the X's perception and vice-versa.
The above quoted hypothetical example is applicable to the spiritual field, too.
Different saadhakas have different perceptions based on their individual
experiences and as such it would be totally wrong for any saadhaka to insist that
those not following that saadhaka's perception are fully wrong or don't know what
the truth is. The story of several blind men describing an elephant, by reverential
Swami Ram Krishna Paramahansa in this regard is too well known to be repeated
here.
But, yes, the „correct' remains the „correct' only. For example, the Moon shall
remain the Mon and cannot be called the Sun. The one who perceives the Moon as
the Sun is definitely having wrong perception! The „Daevas' shall continue to be
correctly perceived as „Daevas' only and not incorrectly as the Asuras. The one who
perceives the Daevas to be the Asuras is definitely having a total wrong perception.
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It would be useful and informative to add here that a person‟s certain perceptions
having been found to be correct does not mean that all other perceptions held by
that person are equally true, too!
For example, some perceptions held by Kabeera have been found to be totally
correct, while some of his other perceptions have been found to be totally pure
imagination having no truth in them as shown below clearly:

THE CORRECT PERCEPTION
THE HINDI-VERSE

“Kabeera, sumarana maaraga sahaja kaa, Satguruu deyaa bataaya I
Svaansa-Usvaansa jo sumerataa, aeka dena milasee Aaya II”

The Meaning
“Kabeera, the comfortable path of remembering the Almighty, the Master has
shown you
I
The one who remembers the Almighty with every Inhaling-Exhaling of the breath,
shall one day meet the Almighty II”
The perception held by Kabeera in the above mentioned Hindi-verse has been found
to be correct because when the spiritual-seeker focuses fully on one‟s own breath
while chanting/remembering the Holy name/word within one‟s own heart then the
mind becomes fully concentrated and cut off from any other distracting
thoughts/phenomenon. This helps tremendously in progressing towards achieving
the blissful state of the Samaadhe.
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THE INCORRECT PERCEPTIONS
However, Kabeera has given many wrong perceptions. The following are

some glaring examples of the wrong perceptions held by Kabeera:
[1]. He says that the Almighty created Aade-Maayaa called DURGAA who was
given to the JYOTE-NERANJANA [KAALA] who in turn got infatuated by
DURGAA‟s beauty, forcibly created the vagina in DURGAA‟s body by using his
own super-natural powers and had sexual inter course with DURGAA, thereby
producing three GODS – Brhmaa, Veshhnnu and Mahaesha!
[2]. Bande-Chhoda Gareebadass has described in „Satagrnthha‟ [page number 782]
that Kabeera while on way to mergence into the Almighty comes across MAAYAA
[DURGAA] in the form of an APSARAA [NYMPHET] who pleads that she
would wed Kabeera – the perfect bridegroom. She further asks Kabeera to have a
look at her beautiful body and tells him that the gods enjoy sex with her in the
heaven. Then Kabeer says, “Listen, O, MAAYAA, you have looked at me with
KUTELA [dirty] NAJARE [looks]…..Whoever has enjoyed sex with you are the
KALE ROGEE [patients/victims of the time] and have become ashes…..”. This
conversation indicates Kabeera had treated AADE-MAAYA [DURGAA] as a
woman of low virtue or someone like a female-prostitute!
Whoever has read the ancient Indian scriptures knows full well that DURGAA
was created by the Divine Mother herself as one of her own numerous
manifestations. DURGAA gives spiritual-liberation to her own true devotees.
She herself as an entity isn‟t a nymphet, a woman of low virtues or a femaleprostitute. Kabeera has wrongly hinted that the Divine Mother was a Eunuch in
the beginning, by describing the act of the KAALA making the VAGINA in her
body! The low talk by Kabeer about Aadee-Maayaa [DURGAA] is only a
reflection of the shallow and unrealistic understanding of the DIVINE MOTHER
by Kabeera and his followers!
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[3]. Kabeera says that the Almighty [Supreme Consciousness] was living alone
secretly as ANAAMEE [Having no Name] in the NERAAKARA [Without Any
Form] existence in the AKAHA [That which can‟t be Spoken About] LOKA
[Abode] or the SATA [true] LOKA. The Almighty thought, “why not I become
many from one!” So, he created the SHABDA-PRKAASHA [SOUND-LIGHT]
and multiplied/diffused himself into three forms with three different names – (1)
AGAMA [Out of Bound, Beyond the Reach] PURUUSHHA [Man] (2)
ALAKHA [That which can‟t be Seen] PURUUSHHA (3) SATA [True, Truth,
Basic Power] PURUUSHA.
The Almighty in the form of SATAPURUUSHA created several celestial
continents [Dwepa] called Maanasarovara, etc in the SATALOKA by uttering the
first word and produced 16 sons by uttering 16 more different words and gave each
continent to each of these 16 sons. These 16 sons are as follows:
1. KUURMA [Tortoise, Perseverance like a Tortoise]
2. GYAANEE [Knowledgeable]
3. VEVAEKA [Wise Discretion]
4. TAEJA [Aura]
5. SAHAJA [Normal/Natural/Comfortable]
6. SANTOSHHA [Satisfaction]
7. SURATE [Ability to hear the inaudible Divine sound]
8. AANANDA [Enjoyment/Joy]
9. KSHMAA [Forgiveness]
10. NESHHKAAMA [Without expectance of any gain/returns]
11. JALARANGEE [Coloured Water,The one which colours the Water, of the
colour of the Water, as pure and transparent as the Water]
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12. ACHENTA [Unthinkable, Beyond Thinking, Beyond Imagination]
13. PRAEMA [Love]
14. DAYAALA [Generous, Merciful, Compassionate]
15. DHAEERYA [Patience]
16. YOGA SANTAAYANA [The Yoga done by Saints, The Yoga which the Saints
have]
Kabeera then goes on describing how the world was created. The description of the
creation of the world given by Kabeera is full of POETIC-FICTION combined
with FACTS. Those interested in reading the whole account of the world-creation
given by Kabeera may read the book titled “GAHAREE NAJARA GEETAA
MAIN” written by one Kabeera-Follower Rampal Das.
THE POINT TO NOTE HERE IS THAT the claim of Kabeera, that THERE
ARE SUCH 16 PERSONS LIVING IN 16 DIFFERENT CELESTIAL
CONTINENTS, IS WRONG.
One can easily see that these 16 names – KUURMA [Tortoise, Perseverance like a
slow-but-steady going Tortoise], GYAANEE [Knowledgeable], VEVAEKA [Wise
Discretion], TAEJA [Aura], SAHAJA [Normal/Natural/Comfortable],
SANTOSHHA [Satisfaction], SURATE [Ability to hear the inaudible Divine
sound], AANANDA [Enjoyment/Joy], KSHMAA [Forgiveness],
NESHHKAAMA [Without expectance of any gain/returns], JALARANGEE
[Coloured Water, The one which colours the Water, same as the colour of the
Water, pure like the Water], ACHENTA [Unthinkable, Beyond Thinking, Beyond
Imagination], PRAEMA [Love], DAYAALA [Generous, Merciful,
Compassionate], DHAEERYA [Patience] and YOGA SANTAAYANA [The Yoga
done by Saints, The Yoga which the Saints have] – actually are the
ATTRIBUTES or the QUALITIES that MUST ideally be present in any True
spiritual-seeker for the spiritual-seeker to be able to merge into the Ultimate Truth,
the Divine Light!
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Let us know a few facts about Kabeera. Kabeera was a simple, hardworking,
honest, illiterate and staunch devotee of the Almighty. He used to earn his living
through weaving the clothes and composed poems based on his personal experiences.
Since he was illiterate who did not know how to read and write, these poems were
narrated by him to his disciples who in turn would pen them.
It seems that when Kabeera was in the initial slightly-deep meditation stage then
Kabeera‟s mind played tricks with Kabeera and presented these 16 ATTRIBUTES
or QUALITIES in the form of 16 sons of the Almighty! Kabeera‟s mind was
prejudiced against the Divine Mother. So, his mind in this not-so-deep stage of the
meditation created the wrong visuals about the Divine Mother [DURGAA] to
satisfy subliminally the Kabeera‟s prejudice against the Divine Mother! Similarly
one can find more examples of fiction-load in the description of the creation of the
world given by Kabeera.
Psychologically speaking, a person speaks more with authority on a topic only in
the light of one‟s own personal individual experiences with reference to that topic.
Kabeera, being illiterate, could not get an opportunity to read the ancient Indian
spiritual texts. He had to rely on his own experiences in terms of the spiritual
PRACTICE that he used to do. So, he vehemently found everything wrong
regarding reading of the spiritual texts and instead naturally emphasized more on
the PRACTICE rather than the READING. But, we would not have come to
know about Kabeera‟s poems/work if we did not have books containing Kabeera‟s
poems/work!
Likewise, a well-learned person is generally more likely to give more importance to
the READING aspect than the PRACTICE aspect. But, the mere READING is
USELESS if it were not put into the PRACTICE.
Thus, the CORRECT PERCEPTION is that both the READING and the
PRACTICE are useful if done correctly.
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18. THE HATHA YOGA - THE INTEGRAL
WHOLE SCIENCE
The Introduction
Is the "Hatha Yoga" merely the physical aspect within an extensive system of the
spiritual practice? No, it isn't merely the physical aspect. Rather it is an integral
Whole science touching upon all the facets of human life/aspects.
The word "Hatha-Yoga" is made up of the two roots: Hatha [physical human body]
+ Yoga [union (with the supreme-consciousness)].

The Verse
“Tattvma Beejma Hathahaa Chhaetramoudaaseenyama jalma
trebhehaa
I
Unmanee Kalpalatekaa sadha ayava
prvartatae

II”

[Verse number 104]
{Source: "Hathayoga Prdeepekaa" {in Hindi language}

The Meaning
"Tattvma" means "Beejma" [SEED], "Hathahaa" means "Chhaetrama"
[AGRICULTURAL FIELD], "Udaaseenyama" [INDIFFERENCE] means
jalma [WATER].
In other words, the seed called PARAMA/AA TATTVA is sown in the
agricultural field called the HAATHAHAA [HUMAN BODY] and is given the
water called "Udaaseenyama" or the INDIFFERENCE towards all sensory
objects. These three produce the vine/creeper called "Unmanee" [a state of full deep
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meditation in which the seeker experiences the bliss of being oneself absorbed in the
ultimate white light/Absolute/supreme-consciousness] which can give anything.
Thus, it should be fully obvious from the meaning explained above that the word
"Hathahaa" stands for the Human Body.

The Elaboration
I have placed before me the aforesaid book "Hathayoga Prdeepekaa."
It has following 4 parts:
[1] Yama-Neyama, etc. and various Aasanas [physical postures]
[2] Praannaayaamas [breathing excercises]
[3] Kundalee-Bodha, Bandhas like Jaalandhara Bandha, etc., Mudraas
[4] Samaadhe [Mergence of the human soul into the Absolute]. This last section has
material on Samaadhe, Raajayoga, Jeevanmukte signs, Shambhavee Mudraa,
Unmanee Mudraa, Khaecharee Mudraa, Naada [its initial to last stage], Prama
Pada [Absolute state] of the soul, etc.

The Explanation
I will give you one example of the above by quoting the Sanskrta-verse number 59
from the above-referred book:

"Athha Naadaanusandhaanamayabhyaasaanukramo Hathae.
I
Brhmachaaree Metaahaaree Tyagee Yogaparaayannaha.
II
Abdaaduurdhva Bhavaetsedho Naatrakaaryaa Vechaarannaa.
III” [59]
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The Meaning
"After having done the sequential-practice of the Hatha [physical postures], one
must investigate/practise the NAADA. The celibate, less-eater, absentee [one who
abstains/sacrifices] and Yoga-busy [one who is busy doing the Yoga] person
becomes a Sedha [Attained/Self-Realized] after one year's practice."

The Conclusion
The Hatha-Yoga is an all inclusive holistic Complete Yoga.
Article Keywords: ABSOLUTE-STATE, BANDHA, DR GAUTAM CHAMAN
LAL, HATHA, HATHAYOGA, JAALANDHARA, JEEVANMUKTE,
KHAECHAREE, HATHAYOGA PRDEEPEKAA, BARELI
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19. BE JUDGMENTALLY NONJUDGMENTAL
The Introduction
We are very often reminded in the mass media and by different spiritual masters
that we must not judge others if we wished to live happily and have selfrealization. So, should we implement this teaching blindly in our lives? Shall it
then lead to chaos or peace in our life?

The Examination
Let us examine the issue thread bare. We always are busy making judgments. We
simply can‟t escape making judgments.
The housewife goes to the market. She goes around the market looking for the best
deal in terms of both the low price and high quality of the vegetables that she
intends buying. She then buys from the vendor who offers her the best quality
potatoes for the lowest possible price in the market. So, what has she done? She has
effectively made judgments based on the price and quality of the potatoes. It is
clear that she did not buy the potatoes blindly from the first vegetable-vendor she
came across.
You wish to buy a car. You don‟t buy immediately the car someone suggests you to
buy. You collect information on all makes and brands. Then, you make a
comparison of all the cars in terms of price, later-maintenance costs, fuel-mileage
per liter, etc. Here, what you are doing is judging different cars on different
parameters.
You are a young lady. You wish to get married and settle down with a guy. You
don‟t marry the first gentleman recommended to you by your friend or your parents.
You become judgmental. You gather information on as many as number of
prospective bridegrooms as possible to find the best match for yourself.
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How does the Judging the others help us?
Well, the judging of the others in terms of the duality of the good and bad help us
make the correct choices and take the correct decisions in our life so as to make our
life more happy, more meaningful and more fulfilling. Without the correct choices
and decisions, the life shall become a total mess. If you cannot differentiate the bad
from the good, you always will be falling a pray to the bad things in life.
So, then are spiritual masters wrong in asking us to be non-judgmental?
By, now you may have started wondering - does it mean that we must not practice
the non-duality of being non-judgmental at all? No, we must not be judgmental,
but only after we have made the first correct judgment. The spiritual masters don‟t
wish you to make any blind judgments. This is what the basic message of all the
true spiritual masters is. This message has got lost due to the literal meaning we
attach to it without understanding its true spirit.
For example, the true spiritual masters would like the housewife to be nonjudgmental about potatoes once these have been purchased and brought into the
kitchen. The housewife must now consider the potatoes to be the best potatoes in
the world and accordingly prepare the potato-vegetable with all the love and
affection that she has at her disposal.
Similarly, you become non-judgmental about your car after having bought it. After
a while, you start considering it to be the best and you start loving it for no
intrinsic reasons so much that most of you may not like it to dispose it off even if
someone were to offer you a better option! Why does it happen? You have become
non-judgmental, that‟s why. Well, if you are still judging your car and finding
faults in it, you will not be able to enjoy fully the joy of car-riding because your
mind shall remain distracted by your judgments about the car.
Likewise, the true spiritual masters would like you to surrender totally to your life
partner in terms of you giving your spouse full unconditional love and considering
your spouse to be the best husband in the world. Well, if you are still judgmental
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about your husband, you‟ll not be able to have a mentally peaceful and happy
married life.

What about the spirituality and judgment?
You may now ask me as to how one can be non-judgmental in the field of
spirituality? Well, it is said wisely in the ancient Indian spiritual text
Yogavaaseshhtha that “…one must first of all discuss with the Vedwaanas
[scholars/learned persons], to get the Shreshhtha [best] Vaastu[thing]{, i.e., the
Absolute/Parama Tattva/Pramaa Tattva} and then adopt/absorb the Neshcheta
[definite] Sedhhaanta[principle]that has been established/arrived-upon/accepted.
One must not adopt any principle blindly…”
It means that one must first of all be judgmental about various approaches/paths
that claim to reach the Absolute/Brhma [Parama/Paramaa Tattva]. This one has
to do by comparing the different spiritual paths/philosophies with each other with
the help of discussions with the spiritually-learned persons in the spiritual field.
One must not accept any spiritual path blindly. Blindly following any path would
mean that the person has become non-judgmental in the first stage itself. Such a
blind approach may prove harmful.
There is no guarantee that any spiritual choice that has been made blindly shall
surely make your material life comfortable, improve your inter-personal
relationships or lead you to the spiritual salvation. The spiritual choice has to be a
well-informed one, a process which requires you to be judgmental about various
spiritual choices that are present before you.
Once a spiritual choice has been made based on your judgment, the true spiritual
masters would like you now to become non-judgmental about this choice that you
have made. Now, you must devout yourself whole-heartedly to your chosen
choice/path. Any wavering/doubts about it shall only disturb your mind, distract
you, disturbing your focus/concentration. This shall only harm your spiritual
progress.
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The hypothetical example
Let us assume that a young lady Sussan wished to follow a spiritual path and was
looking for a guide. If she were to be non-judgmental in the beginning itself, she
might well land in the wrong hands of the wrong/fake spiritual masters. The best
option for her would be to know about different spiritual masters. So, she
contacted some of her friends to guide her suitably.
One friend suggested to her a certain famous TV-Star -Yoga-Guru nicknamed
"Swami Daamdaev Chaalaak Jee" having millions of followers world-wide. Her
friend advised her not to make any judgments and surrender to this recommended
Yoga-Guru. However, Sussan first of all decided to recollect all that she knew and
collected further information on him. She recalled that this swami ji had run away
to the Himalayas from his home in childhood leaving behind his parents. She
remembered that this Yoga-Guru had in the year 2005-2006 said in a TV interview
that this Yoga-Guru would not get his Yoga-Programme/cultural-revolution be
sent to the cremation ground by joining politics and as such he would not join the
national politics.
But, he later, on becoming famous, started a political party/group called "Mahaa
Bhaarata Nermaann", intending to nominate his candidates from all parliamentary
constituencies in a forthcoming parliamentary election. Also, she learnt that he
merrily went on inaugurating stadiums/programmes controlled/facilitated by antisocial elements/corrupt political leaders, he attended marriage ceremony of a child
of one politician who had misutilized illegally the state machinery for managing
the marriage of his child, he was charging rupees 500/50 from people for attending
his Yoga-Camps and claiming to be a selfless saffron-clad true
mahatma/saint/Yogareshhe.
Sussan made judgments about this Yoga-Guru. She reasoned – Such a person could
not be a role-model for her children and such a person could not be a real/genuine
mahatma/saint and so isn‟t worth following!
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Another friend suggested – why not follow this man named "Shree Shree Kavi
Ghanachankar" teaching the art of living? She found that this man fell short of the
standards, too. This man taught others the art of living. Sussan collected
information on this Swami Ji.
She found that once, an arrow from out of nowhere hit one of the disciples of this
Swami ji. Swami Ji forgot all about the art of living and angrily blamed the local
police for negligence in protecting him. He further claimed the arrow to have been
an attempt by terrorists to kill this Swami Ji. Later, the police found that a tribal
had shot an arrow to kill a bird and that this particular arrow only had overshot
and hit Swami Jis disciple. She made a judgment – how can this Swami Ji be a true
spiritual guide when he himself could not practice what he himself taught to
others?
So, Sussan trekked all the way to the Himalayas. There she met an advanced pious
Yogi. She made judgments about him, too. She found that he was self-less, pious,
honest and possessing the spotless sterling character. He possessed supernatural
powers, was humble, didn‟t ask for any money. She judged that he was competent
enough to be her Guru. So, she requested him to initiate her on the spiritual path.
He initiated her in the Kreya-Yoga, gave her some supernatural powers, blessed her
and asked her to go back to the world, to her family, her responsibilities and
continue with her journey.
Sussan came back to her home, to her family, to her loving husband. She continued
practising the Kreya-Yoga. She had now surrendered totally to his Himalayan
Guru. Not for once, did she let any doubt crop up about him in her mind. She
remained non-judgmental, fully focused and achieved the spiritual salvation when
the correct time came.

The conclusion
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Thus, it is crystal-clear that we must be judgmentally non-judgmental instead of
being merely non-judgmental. So, it would be correct to say – “Be judgmentally
non-judgmental” rather than say – “Be non-judgmental.”

Article Keywords: JUDGE, JUDGMENTAL, SPIRITUAL, SALVATION,
YOGA, MASTERS, TRUE, NON-JUDGMENTAL, DISCIPLE, SELFREALIZATION
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20. THE MENSTRUATION-PERIOD AND
THE YOGA
[A] A woman feels the unbearable pain during the Menstruationperiod primarily because of the following two reasons:
1. Females who are not used to doing physical exercises to make their body muscles
strong do generally tend to have weak uterus-muscles and weak leg-muscles. This
weakness causes these muscles to exert more or work more hard to push the layers
of the used-up tissues out of the uterus. This extra strain on the muscles causes the
feeling of sometimes extremely intolerable pain in the female genital area.
2. The mouth of the vagina being small, sometimes the layers of the used-up tissues
get stuck and are not able to come out of the vagina which may make the female
feel heaviness or the unbearable pain. When this happens then the female must lay
down on her tummy which may relieve her of this unbearable pain.

[B] WHAT IS HAPPENING TO THE UTERUS DURING
THE MENSTRUATION-PERIODS
During the Menstruation-period, the surface of the boundary/lips of the uterus
becomes raw, delicate, vulnerable and soft in view of the old membranes getting
removed and new membranes being formed. The couple is advised not to have
vaginal sex [protected or unprotected] during this period, since there are 50-50
chances of infection of the uterus/vagina due to the sexual intercourse. Now, it
should be clear that any unwanted extra pressure/strain on this uterus-surface/lips
may cause problems like rupturing of the membranes, uterus-boundary/lips, etc
which may both cause the unbearable pain and the internal infection unknown to
the female having the Menstruation-period.
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Some ladies may not feel/experience the above phenomenon for mainly three reasons
despite doing/having done those Yoga-Exercises that obviously do seem to put a lot
of strain on their genital parts:
[1]They are able to tolerate the pain.
[2]They simply don‟t become aware of this problem.
[3] The human body has its own Auto-quick-healing mechanism which quickly
heals the internal bruises/ruptures, etc.
But, for the rest of the other females this pain and awareness may exist.
Now, every lady‟s physical body is decidedly unique with different capacities in
terms of withstanding the pain resulting from the Menstruation-period. Also, every
Yoga-practitioner lady has to observe for her own self and decide wisely as to
which Yoga-exercises put strain on her genital area [especially the uterus-vagina]
and which don‟t. Any unwanted extra pressure/strain on the uterus-surface/lips
must be avoided.

[C] The following Yoga Aasanas, Praannaayaamas and Mudraa
seem to be harmless as they don‟t seem to put any extra unbearable
or harmful strain on the genital area of the lady during the
Menstruation-period:
1. Shawaasana
2. Sukhaasana
3. Shethelaasana
4. Shwaanaasana
5. Gomukhaasana
6. Bhraamaree Praannaayaama
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7. Sheetalee Praannaayaama
8. Ujjae Praannaayaama
9. Nabho-Mudra
I quote from Page 21, Lesson Third, Gheranda Samhita by Srisa Chandra Vasu,
available online [free of all costs] on
http://www.scribd.com/doc/24705347/Gheranda-samhita:
Gheranda Said:
"....In whatever business a Yogi [yogini] may be engaged, wherever he [she] may be,
let him [her] keep his [her] tongue turned upwards [towards the soft palate] and
restrain the breath. This is called Nabho-Mudra; it destroys all the disease of the
Yogi [Yogini].” [Verse number 9]
[D] Also, one can do the following safely during the Menstruation-period:
Mantra-Chanting in one‟s heart, Dhyaana-Yoga/Raaja-Yoga or Kundaleneeawakening/Chakra-activating exercise.
[E] When the Female isn't having the Menstruation-period then she can do the
following Yoga exercises that are said to be very effective in overcoming the
problems related to the Uterus and the Menstruation Cycle:
1. Dhanuraasana
2. Badhapadamaasana
3. Badha Padmaasana Yogamudraa
4. Halaasana
5. Purvottaanaasana
6. Paschemottanaasana
7. Anjanaeyaasana
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Note
1. By the way, I would like to add here that if I were to recommend only one YogaExercise for the young ladies, I would recommend the Gomukhaasana.
2. It's advised sincerely that you do the Yoga-Exercises only under the direct
supervision/guidance of the competent/trained Yoga-instructor/teacher or
master/expert only!

Article Keywords: MENSTRUATION, PERIODS, YOGA, EXERCISE,
WOMEN, GOMUKHAASANA, YOUNG LADY, UTERUS, VAGINA,
SEXUAL INTERCOURSE
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21. THE THOUGHTS DETERMINE THE
SPIRITUAL SALVATION
Shaandelaya reshhe says, "the one [self] who is the all-doer, all-kaama, all-gandha,
all-rasa; the one [self] who pervades the whole universe, the one [self] who is
speechless and confusion-devoid/zero [without confusion], that 'self' always resides
inside my heart. This 'self' is Brhma. I'll merge into this parabrhma after having left
my physical body. The one [spiritual-seeker] who has such strong belief, the one
[spiritual-seeker] who has no doubt in this [only this Brhma is achieved by such a
spiritual-seeker]."

The Elaboration
1. The word 'Brhma' here stands for 'the Supreme-Consciousness/Absolute/Paramatattva/Paramaa-tattva.'
2. The spiritual-seeker who always thinks positively, who has a strong/firm belief
in the self, who always thinks/contemplates/meditates-on continuously throughout
the 24 hours day-night about the self as the one who is residing in one's own heart,
who always thinks-of or is sure-of/certain of merging into the Brhma shall
defintely merge into this very Brhma only...how?

Very simple: The human soul moves towards the object of desires at the time of
the death of the physical human body.
A person's thoughts/emotions/sentiments/beliefs get crystallised as the final
essence/psychic-impression at the time of the death just like honey bees extracting
the sweet essence from the flower leaving the flower behind. Based on this final
essence/extract/psychic-impression, the soul gets a particular path/trajectory to
follow.
If a person whether a spiritual-seeker or non-spiritual-seeker, who has only been
thinking about/perceiving [throughout one's life] the Absolute only, in everything
around and is fully positively sure of merging into the Absolute shall certainly get
the path that leads towards mergence into the Absolute itself and shall definitely
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merge into the Absolute because the only overwhelming extract/essence/psychicimpression that shall form at the time of the death of such a person is this: this
person desires no other thing except the Absolute [Brhma] and so let this person
merge into this person's desired object for which this person has been
thinking/craving about in this person's life...and this object is the Brhma....."
Thus, it is obvious that a person's thoughts do determine a person's life, more so in
the field of the true spirituality.

Article Keywords: SPIRITUAL, SALVATION, BRHMA, ABSOLUTE,
SHAANDELAYA, RESHHE, PSYCHIC IMPRESSION, SELF, SPIRITUALSEEKER, POSITIVE THINKING
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22. THE MANTRAS
1. The mantras/hymns can definitely be given in any language - be it the Sanskrta,
Arabic, Persian, Urdu or any other language.
2. The words used do seem to have a powerful impact on the results. For example, a
South Indian saint [before attaining the sainthood] in his early days of spiritual
quest approached the learned brahmins to initiate him into the bhakti path. The
brahmin concerned was not interested in initiating him. So, this brahmin jokingly
asked him to recite a word in a South Indian language which stands for the animal
'buffalo' in the English language.
Now, this innocent fellow [then not a saint] believing innocently in the brahmin,
then and there sat down, closed eyes and started chanting this South Indian word
for buffalo. His meditation on this word was so intense that a buffalo
materialized out of nowhere then and there itself, with the brahmin who had
jokingly given him this word buffalo and other brahmins present there getting
scared of this mighty buffalo.
They apologized to him. This shows that a lot depends on the purity/dedication of
the person, too who has been given a particular mantra to chant/meditate on.
3. It indeed is true that different alphabets/words have peculiar vibrations.
However, any word of any language would become a mantra if it were chanted for
a certain period. How? The word 'mantra' is made up of 2 roots = mana
[mind/consciousness] + tra [filled up with] = anything which fills up your mana
[mind/consciousness] so completely that you don't think/imagine of anything else
other than this particular thing, in this case the mantra or the
alphabet/word/s/sentences.
So, if you concentrate fully on any word from any language, this word shall become
a Mantra for you. After the Continuous totally focused repetition for a certain
period, generally 41-45 days, this mantra/word shall create a certain vibration and
energy around you by activating your bio-electro-magnetic field [bemf]. But, this
bemf has to be sustained through periodic intense chanting.
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4. Now, how to verify that the mantra has become alive or not after a certain
practice? there are ingenious ways to know it, i. e, start chanting this mantra when
a honey bee comes near you, the Honey Bee shall not be able to come near you and
instead, it shall start drifting away from you because of the centrifugal vibrational
energy being emitted by your physical body if your mantra has really become
alive/activated fully...! This is precisely for this reason that the harmful entities
like the ghosts/spirits aren't able to come even near the sedhas/true practitioners of
certain mantras...
5. It would be useful to add here that one can similarly check one's progress as
regards one's power/ability to hypnotise others. How? Just look for a few seconds
with full focus/concentration at any ant climbing up the wall. The ant shall fall
down from the wall with your gaze...! This should be enough to give you
confidence that you are making proper progress as regards increasing your hypnotic
power/ability.
6. Numerous precautions have to be taken while trying to activate a mantra
because wrong/harmful entities may get attracted to you or evil forces of subtle
plane may try to disrupt your mantra-saadhanaa. The protective ring has to be
thrown around oneself during this mantra-saadhanaa.
This may be obtained by doing the mantra-saadhanaa in a sedhapetha/temple or in
the presence of someone who has already mastered the specific mantra and knows
full well how to protect you [this is a must in case of mantra-saadhanas done in a
samshaana [cremation ground]/kabrestaana [cemetry/burial ground].
7. Finally, a note of caution has to be sounded. It always is safer to practise the
already time-tested/tried mantras that have been handed over to you by your
respective religious-spiritual traditions like the gaayatree mantra, etc. with the
already known/proven track-record of positive results rather than trying to
experiment with some new/unknown mantra with the unknown
results/consequences/manifestations which may turn out to be dangerous including
the death of the mantra-practitioner...!
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SAADHANAA, GHOSTS, SEDHAS, MIND, CONSCIOUSNESS
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23. THE AADETYA VEGYAANA
The introduction
I propose to introduce the independent subject called the "Aadetya Vegyaana" or
the science of the Sun or the science of the light.

The meaning
The word „Aadetya' is a Sanskrta/Hindi word. It means „the Sun' in the English
language. The word „Aadetya' is made up of two roots: „aade' and „atya.' The root
„aade' means the „beginning' and the root „atya' means „not'. Thus, the meaning of
the word „Aadetya' is as follows: The one who/which does not have a beginning.
We can understand it from a similar example of the word „atyanta' in the Hindi
language. Here, the root „atya' means „not' and the root „anta' means the „end.'
Now, let us say we see following two Hindi words „atyant aakrshaka.' The word
„aakrshaka' would mean „attractive' in the English language. So, „atyant
aakrshaka' would mean the „attraction which has no end' or „the endless attraction'
or „the most attractive.'
The word „vegyaana' is a Sanskrta/Hindi word. It means „the science' in the
English language.

The concept
The Aadetya or the Sun is the prime source of the light in our solar system. So, the
"Aadetya Vegyaana" would mean that branch of the science which would study the
Sun in its entirety and in detail in order to ensure the effective use of the benefits
like the Sun light emitting from the Sun, for maanavata [humanity].
On a spiritual plane, the "Aadetya Vegyaana" would mean that branch of the
philosophy and spirituality which would study the eternal reservoir of the white
spiritual light- the source from which all souls originate and finally merge into. In
other words, it would mean „the science of the light.' This source has no beginning.
It is just there. It has just been there.
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The scope
On a material plane, the "Aadetya Vegyaana" can be used variously, i.e., to carry
out studies to find out how with the help of the genetic engineering, we humans
could be in a position to have cells in our human body make the food directly from
the Sun light just as plants do with the help of the chlorophyll through the process
of the photosynthesis.
This could help us solve the food problem permanently on this Earth. It could be
used to find out the best possible effective ways for the solar energy to replace the
fast depleting non-renewable sources of energy like the coal, petroleum, etc.
Similarly, on a spiritual plane, the "Aadetya Vegyaana" could be used to find out
scientifically the correct answers as to the exact nature and make-up of the Soul,
the eternal reservoir of the white light from which we all souls come from and so
on. This could involve studying the bio[chemical]-electro-magnetic property of the
entity called the soul.

The note
The above delineated scope is suggestive only and not exhaustive.

Article Keywords: WHITE, AADETYA, VEGYAANA, SCIENCE, SUN,
LIGHT, SPIRITUALITY, SOUL, RESOURCES, ENERGY, NONRENEWABLE
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24. WHY WE MUST TAKE A KEEN
INTEREST IN THE AADETYA
VEGYAANA...!
1. Sometimes back, the author of the instant article had heard a Yoga Master tell
that he had just been told by the divine celestial beings, i.e., SEDHAs, to pass on
the message to the Earthlings like us that a LOT OF CHANGES in the
ELECTRONIC CONFIGURATION in the year 2012 are going to take place on
the Earth.
2. This change it is said SHALL adversely disturb the production, distribution and
consumption of the electricity on the Earth. It means that there SHALL be a
drastic SHORTAGE of electric supply causing numerous problems like nonavailability of electricity to households for most part of the day. In fact, he said
that the people should buy either GROUND-FLOOR FLATS OR THE LOWERFLOOR FLATS in the upcoming residential complexes in view of this problem
because 'the LIFTS' SHALL not work for most part of the 24 hours' day with no
electricity supply being there...!
3. So, it is evident that we must study "the AADETYA VEGYAANA"...WHAT
DO YOU THINK...?
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25. THE WATER - THE ALTERNATIVE
SUSTAINABLE SOURCE OF THE ENERGY?
Let us first see the following two hypotheses

1. The Water may be turned into a replica of the Sun!
Yes, hypothetically speaking, the water may indeed be turned into a miniature
model of the Sun!
The Sun is composed mainly of the Hydrogen and the Helium gases in the ratio 3:1.
The water is composed of the Hydrogen and the Oxygen. Now, all one has to do is
to somehow replace the Oxygen in the Water with the Helium in the required
configuration and one shall have turned the Water into the Sun!

2. The Sun may turn into the water!
Yes, hypothetically speaking, the Sun may indeed turn into the water!
The water is composed of the Hydrogen and the Oxygen. The sun is composed
mainly of the Hydrogen and the Helium gases in the ratio 3:1. Now, all one has to
do is to replace the Helium with the Oxygen in the required configuration and one
shall have turned the Sun into the Water!

The Practical Applications
Well, we may get plenty of the energy available on the earth if we somehow are
able to turn on a fully cheap commercial basis any given amount of the water
which is in abundance on the Earth, into the kind of the process that takes place
inside the Sun. This shall help us overcome the problems resulting from the already
depleting oil/coal reserves on the earth. This may help us colonize other heavenly
bodies like the Moon and any other planets having water, by helping us set up the
human habitats without worrying about the availability of the energy there.
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26. PRAY THE WAY OF THE LIGHT
BEFORE SLEEPING…!
When you are tired and when you get into bed closing your eyes for sleeping every
night then just focus for a moment internally on the third eye-centre, feel the ocean
of bright white light there, feel that you are flying towards it, feel that you have
become one with this...and you will find yourself going to sleep effortlessly, only to
get up recharged with fresh energy the following morning...!
A day shall come when your soul will effortlessly start floating into this universal
ocean of white light, only to merge into it permanently at the time of your death...!
Article Keywords: death, energy, eye-centre, fresh, pray, recharged, sleep, third,
universal
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27. LOVE IS WHO...?

See love,
Hear love,
Speak love,
Smell love,
Touch love,
Feel love…!

Love is oxygen,
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Love is life,
Love is husband,
Love is wife,

Love is child,
Love is mild,
Love is shine,
Love is divine,
Love is here,
Love is there,
Love is everywhere…!
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Birds chirping,
Cuckoos cooing,
Honeybees buzzing,
Butterflys fluttering,
Squirrels twitting,
Cats mewing,
Blossoms laughing,
Rainbow smiling,
Cool breeze dancing,
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Meadows rolling,
Sea-waves roaring…!
Love is delight,
Love is light,
Love is luminous,
Love is generous,
Love is kind-hearted,
Love is warm-hearted,
Love is daring,
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Love is caring,

Love is sharing,
Love is Ahama,
Love is Puurnnabrhma,
Love is sure,
Love is pure,
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Love is dear,
Love is near,
Love is hugging,
Love is loving,

Love is bubbly,
Love is lovely,
LOVE is WHO………?
LOVE is YOU………!
[„Ahama‟ means the individual-Consciousness and „Puurnnabrhma‟ means the
Supreme-Consciousness]
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Poem Keywords: AHAMA, BIRDS, BLOSSOMS, BUTTERFLY,
CARINGSHARING, CAT, CHILD, CUCKOO, HONEYBEE, HUSBAND,
LOVE, MEADOWS, PEACE, PUURNNABRHMA, RAINBOWS,
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28. THE SOUL - DESTRUCTIBLE?
THE INTRODUCTION
The soul is fully and 100% destructible in the sense that its separate
identity/independent consciousness is destroyed when the soul is said to have
achieved the true spiritual salvation. But, the basic element of which the soul is
made up of remains undestroyed. THAT IS WHY IT IS IN THIS SENSE THAT
IT IS CLAIMED THAT THE SOUL CAN NEITHER BE CREATED NOR
DESTROYED.

THE DISCUSSION
This can best be understood by the following example: There is water in a glass.
Also, there is water in a pot. The water remains essentially the same in both the
glass and the pot - that is to say each water molecule is composed of 2 atoms of
Hydrogen and one atom of Oxygen [H2O]. The water molecules present in the glass
have acquired the shape of the container in which they are, i.e., the glass. So, we
say - There is a glass of water. The water molecules present in the pot have
acquired the shape of the container in which they are, i.e., the pot. So, we say There is a pot of water.
Now, further let us say that the water present in the glass and pot come to have a
separate independent sense of consciousness/identity and suddenly we see - the pot
water is saying - Hey, I am a pot of water. The glass water is saying - Hey, I am a
glass of water. Now, take out water from both the glass and the pot and put this
water into a tub, break both the glass and the pot into small fine pieces. Thus, the
glass and the pot exist no more. Their water content has been removed into a tub.
Now, the water in the tub says - Hey, I am a tub of water.
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THE CONCLUSION
In the above example, the glass, pot and the tub in the unbroken form represent the
Soul and in the broken form represent the MUULA PRKRATE. The water in
them represents the BASIC MATERIAL which gives the soul the sense of
independent identity/consciousness. "Even when there is the cosmic dissolution
there is no destruction of the individual soul." - This is 100% true only in the case
of the souls who have not been able to attain the TRUE SPIRITUAL
SALVATION. There is full destruction of the soul in the case of the souls who
have been able to achieve the 100% true spiritual salvation by the time the comic
dissolution takes place.

Article Keywords: CONSCIOUSNESS, COSMIC, DISSOLUTION, GLASS,
MUULA, POT, PRKRATE, SOUL, TUB, WATER
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29."SHREE MAHAAVEDHYAA" - BIGGER
THAN THE "SHREE VEDHYAA"?
THE INTRODUCTION
Is there a bigger "SHREE MAHAAVEDHYAA" than the "SHREE VEDHYAA"?

THE DISCUSSION
1. Yes, there indeed exists a bigger and more effective VEDHYAA than the
SHREE VEDHYAA. This bigger of the two Vedhyaas is called the SHAKTE
VEDHYAA or the SHREE MAHAAVEDHYAA.
2. So far, according to my knowledge no one is really aware of this SHREE
MAHAAVEDHYAA, not even the best of the Shiv Yog
Teachers/Masters/Avadhoots who presently are teaching the SHREE VEDHYAA
[till the time of writing of the instant article]. I know full well that the staunch
followers of such teachers teaching the SHREE VEDHYAA shall find it difficult
to digest the fact of their teachers being unaware of this SHREE
MAHAAVEDHYAA and shall not readily admit their teachers‟ ignorance about
it. If you question these followers in this regard, you are likely to get the
readymade blind-believers' reply - our guru may be knowing it, but he/she isn't
teaching it right now.
3. Of course, now that this article has been written/published, some of these Shiv
Yog teachers are likely to come to know a little bit about it by using their own
powers of clairvoyance or by going to the Daswaan Dwaara and then later claim
to have already known it...! However, I prefer to call this methodology of knowing
others' knowledge a kind of the THEFT ON THE COSMIC level or the COSMIC
THEFT of others' knowledge/ideas...!
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4. Aade Shankraachaarya had devised and taught the SHREE VEDHYAA which
is being taught by the present day Shiv Yog experts. It would be useful to
understand about Aade Shankraachaarya‟s personality and times in which this
great seer lived. His was a day full of quarrels and disunity amongst the Indian
rulers of various small states in the Indian subcontinent. So, to bring unity of some
sort, he used the cultural vehicle by setting up the four MATHHAs at four extreme
geographical locations in four directions of the Indian subcontinent – Badrinath in
the North, Shrngeri in the South, Puri in the East and Dwaarka in the West.
5. Having taken care of the attempts to unite common people, Aade
Shankraachaarya then seems to have focused his attention on the different
warring/quarreling religious/spiritual sects that prevailed in those days amongst
even the learned seers/spiritual people. These spiritual beings seemed to have bitter
rivalries with someone insisting on the Lord Sheva being the supreme entity, others
citing Lord Veshhnnu to be the sole Almighty, still others claiming only the certain
Goddess to be the supreme spiritual powers and so on. This probably created
discord, confusion and disunity amongst the religious/spiritual Indians.
6. To overcome disunity created by all these different competing religious/spiritual
ideologies/sects, Aade Shankraachaarya very cleverly and MOST WISELY devised
the concept of the SHREE YANTRA/SUMAERUU. If you examine closely the
SHREE YANTRA/SUMAERUU devised by Aade Shankraachaarya, you will
notice that he has accommodated and integrated almost all the deities worshipped
those days in India thereby trying to create a unique single model which could be
used for spiritual practice by followers of all sects/deities!
7. I sometimes wonder, if Aade Shankraachaarya were alive today, Aade
Shankraachaarya would certainly accommodate and integrate even Budha, Christ
and Prophet Muhammad in his unique SHREE YANTRA/SUMAERUU!
8. To be fair to the process and the technique used in the SHREE
YANTRA/SUMAERUU, it does help tremendously in increasing one‟s
concentration and focus which in turn may lead the spiritual practitioner to the
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higher levels of spiritual consciousness including the highest one. However, it is to
be pointed out here that a really devoted sincere spiritual practitioner can achieve
the same results simply by concentrating and focusing on one‟s own third eye centre
or the Daswaan Dwaara instead of going through the lengthy process and
technique of the SHREE VEDHYAA!
9. Let us have a look at the following Sanskrta language shloka [verse] number 15
from the ShreeDaevyathrvasheshhama:

“Aeshhaa-aatmashakteha I
Aeshhaa Veshvamohenee I
Aeshhaa Pashaankushadhanubaannadharaa I
Aeshhaa SHREEMAHAAVEDHYAA I
Ya Aevma Vaeda Sa Shokma Tarate II15II”
THE MEANING
This one [SHE] is the power of the soul [personal self and supreme self].
This one [SHE] is the mesmerizer/hypnotizer of the whole world.
This one [SHE] is the one who carries a loose rope, controlling weapon, bow and
arrow.
This one [SHE] is the holy bigger knowledge.
The one who knows thus swims across the ocean of sorrows [life and
death]/attains the true spiritual salvation.
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The verse described above clearly shows the existence of a BIGGER
KNOWLEDGE [SHREEMAHAAVEDHYAA] which is far superior to or far
bigger than the Lower Level Knowledge [SHREE VEDHYAA].

THE CONCLUSION
The SHREEMAHAAVEDHYAA or the SHAKTE VEDHYAA is the
ULTIMATE VEDHYAA [final/superior knowledge].

Article Keywords: AADE SHANKRAACHAARYA, BADRINATH, COSMIC
THEFT, DWAARKA, MATHHA, PURI, SHAKTE VEDHYAA, SHEVA,
SHIV YOG, SHREE DAEVYATHRVASHESHHAMA, SHREE
MAHAAVEDHYAA, SHREE VEDHYAA, SHREE YANTRA, SHRENGERI,
SUMAERUU, VESHHNNU
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30. THE YOGA – THE ASTRONOMICAL
WONDERS!
THE INTRODUCTION
The Yoga isn‟t merely doing of the physical exercises. A true practitioner of the true
Yoga can achieve a lot. The yoga is a very useful tool for those in the scientific and
medical professions. But, it requires total purity of one‟s heart and mind besides
doing the Yoga properly with the utmost devotion.

THE EXAMPLES
I did not wish to reveal. But, on second thought I realised it may help further the
cause of the Yoga. So, I am revealing following two incidents relating to what the
Yoga can help one achieve:
[1]. One of my disciples during one-Yoga session [in first quarter of the year 2008]
had projected herself, under guidance, onto the Moon and found the existence of
the water on the surface of the Moon. Now compare this with the NASA and
Chandrayana‟s discovery of the water on the Moon in 2009! Also, compare this
with the bitter fight that had gone on between the Indian scientists and the NASA
in the mass media to take credit for having discovered the water on the Moon
first...!
While on the Moon she took a walk around in the area where Neil Armstrong had
landed for the first time in the modern human history. She touched the American
flag lying there. She saw the things left behind there by Neil Armstrong. She took
the Moon-sand in her palm and found it to be just like the RAETA [fine loose dry
sand particles almost akin to that found on a dry sea-beach on the Earth].
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[2]. Similarly, during the same yoga-session, the same disciple was made to project
herself onto the planet Mars. To rule out the possibility of any play/trick by the
human-mind of hers, the disciple was asked to stand in front of the cameras of the
American Rover on the Mars. The idea was that her photo would be clicked by the
camera of the Rover. It did happen. A few weeks later, the NASA, greatly
puzzled, released photos taken by the American Rovers on the planet Mars
showing some female human figure at a distance...! The pictures taken by the
NASA Rover were that of this female-Yogeenee soul only…!

THE CAUTION
However, let it be known, now such Yoga experiments have altogether been
stopped, since it uses a lot of hard-earned spiritual energy of the Yogapractitioner...! Also, this Yoga-energy is meant for helping the Yoga-practitioner
progress on the path of the spiritual salvation and as such it‟s not advisable for a
general Yoga-practitioner to waste it away in the kind of the experiments quoted
above. Such experiments must only be carried out (and that too within limits) only
if the Yoga-practitioner has accumulated sufficient surplus spiritual/Yogic-energy.

Article Keywords: CHANDRAYANA, EARTH, MARS, MEDICAL, MOON,
NASA, NEIL ARMSTRONG, SCIENTIFIC, SOLAR, SPACE TRAVEL,
UNIVERSE, YOGA, YOGEENEE, AMERICAN, INDIAN, SCIENTISTS
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